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Central Highlands Regional Council respectfully acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the 
lands across the Central Highlands. We value cultural diversity in our region, and view Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander cultures and heritage as integral in a shared national identity.
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Improved Planning  
for more informed, 

prepared, responsive 
and resilient 
communities,  

if and when 
 flood happens.
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Council is committed to ensuring that the Central 
Highlands Regional Council Planning Scheme 2016 
is a living, evolving document that is responsive to 
changing community needs, legislation, policy and 
other factors.

Council seeks to achieve this through an ongoing 
program of community engagement, research and 
review and amendment of the existing Planning 
Scheme.

The Planning Act 2016 and the Minister’s Guidelines 
and Rules set out the process for making and 
amending the Planning Scheme which council must 
follow.

The overall amendment process takes time 
anywhere from 1 to 5 years, and each amendment 
involves a combination of research, consultation 
and review by Council, the community and the 
Department of State Development, Infrastructure, 
Local Government and Planning (Queensland 
Government).

There are many types of Planning Scheme 
amendments ranging from administrative, minor, 
and major. This current amendment for Floodplain 
Management is defined as a major amendment 
and this report documents the consultation and 
engagement that council has undertaken as part  
of the process.

Project Overview
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02
CONTEXT

Life in The Highlands

Flood and other natural hazards are 
a part of everyday life in the Central 
Highlands. 

Most people you speak with will tell you 
they have their own lived experience 
dealing with flooding or natural hazards 
at some point in their time residing here. 

As the population has grown, the 
physical places and spaces within our 
communities have too, and this has 
changed how flooding impacts are 
experienced when waters move through 
our towns and landscapes.  

So, it is a timely opportunity to use the 
Draft Planning Scheme Amendment 
for Floodplain Management as an 
opportunity to revisit how together, 
we can become better prepared, 
responsive, mitigated, and resilient, if 
and when flooding occurs in the Central 
Highlands region. 

It has been over a decade since the 
major, record event in 2010/11. However, 
the March 2021 flash flooding event in 
the Gemfields has reminded us that our 
region is not immune to flooding, and 
we must remain vigilant in the face of 
potential impacts. 

Therefore, council is committed to 
finding more ways to work together 
with communities across the region to 
achieve better management of these 
potential risks. 

With the ever-increasing impacts of a 
changing climate, it is timely to look at 
how improvements to our planning and 
development controls could support 
better floodplain management and 
reduce the risk to people and property. 

With approximately 40 other related, 
flood management projects live, or 
planned for future roll out, the Planning 
Scheme Amendment for Floodplain 
Management now forms a spearhead for 
this broader body of planning work, and 
council’s overall commitment (see Key 
Priority 4, Central Highlands Regional 
Council Corporate Plan) to protecting 
our people and environment across the 
region.

Although there is much work that has, 
is, and will be done to improve our 
floodplain management, there is still 
a perceived low level of community 
knowledge/awareness around where 
council is really at and what council has 
already achieved. 
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The scheme amendment is another 
opportunity to again demonstrate 
to community and build awareness 
around council’s ongoing commitment 
to constantly improving our floodplain 
management, and the safety of our 
communities. 

Since the record flood event in 2010/11 
council has remained committed 
to building a flood data repository, 
updating our flood studies, identifying 
mitigation projects and continuing to 
build resilience across the region. 

Early involvement with the Queensland 
Reconstruction Authority in the 
aftermath of the 2010/11 floods, 
positioned council and the community 
as one of the first to lead the way for 
resilience across Queensland, and indeed 
the country. 

Council is renewing this focus, through 
the Draft Planning Scheme Amendment 
for Floodplain Management, and the 
development of new tools such as the 
region’s first Flood Portal, to support a 
well-informed region who understands 
the risks that many face, and how to 
best plan and respond if and when they 
occur. 

There is a lot of new data and mapping 
that is of great benefit to most parts of 
the community. 

And whether it is as simple as improved 
visibility of how flooding can affect their 
own property or business, or beneficial 
in supporting the reduction of insurance 
premiums, there is much more that can 
now be done to improve a range of 
areas of local life when living with flood. 

The engagement process that underpins 
the insights presented within this report 
is critical – not only to support improved 
floodplain management, but to kick-start 
a new era of meaningful change and 
community collaboration for stronger, 
more resilient communities if and when 
flooding occurs.
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Risks and  
Challenges 
To the community, they only hear one 
conversation: Flood. Yet with myriad 
of almost 40 flood related projects 
currently or soon to be delivered by 
council, there is a real risk for fatigue and 
confusion with community around the 
topic of flooding in the region.

Everyday, flood and other natural 
hazards are an ongoing risk to 
communities, especially those across 
the Central Highlands. It is only when a 
flood event of significance occurs, that 
community interest in the topic of flood 
piques.

With the exception of the March 
Gemfields flash flood event, the region 
as a whole has not experienced a 
significant flood event for over a decade. 
So, for most communities and people 
across the region, complacency can 
be high, added to an almost perceived 
acceptance by many that if you live in 
the region, you also live with flood and 
that it aways has and always will be a 
part of life here.
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A Community of 
Communities

The Central Highlands is a place of 
many beating community hearts, 
which together make the whole. 

The uniqueness of people and place, 
that occurs between each community 
means that no one community is the 
same - and neither is their story of how 
and why they flood. 

This Communications and Engagement 
approach is therefore highly cognisant 
of this uniqueness. 

Some communities will need nothing 
more than to be better communicated 
with, whilst others will require 
improvements to infrastructure or 
development controls in order to 
become more prepared, responsive 
and resilient in the face of flood. 

So in recognising that contextually, the 
region is a rich fabric of many unique 
communities, people and places, and 
match their register, have been critical 
to the success of this engagement 
plan. 
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Plan Snapshot

The Communications and Engagement 
Plan for the Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment for Floodplain Management 
involves a four phase approach with 
a highly targeted, integrated mix of 
traditional and new/innovative methods 
to ensure optimum project success of 
the draft amendment.

NB. Please refer to the appendix for a 
full version of the Engagement Plan.

The four engagement stages are as 
follows: 
 •    Early Engagement
 •    Phase #1: Share and Gather
 •    Phase #2: Test and Refine
 •    Phase #3: Close The Loop

Engagement Plan,  
PURPOSE  
& OBJECTIVES
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P H A S E # 1 :  S h a r e  a n d  G a t h e r . 
Purpose:

Object ives: To k ick  start  a  conversat ion with each of  the 13  unique 
communit ies  around how,  where and why they f lood. 
To share new f lood data with community  in  an immers ive and  
far -reaching manner. 
To seek feedback,  ev idence and l ived exper iences of  community 
f lood events  that  have occurred –  from the communit ies 
perspect ive,  to  further  inform a comprehensive p icture of  f loods, 
forming about  the region.
To test  community  tolerance levels ,  acceptabi l i ty  of  proposed 
measures/direct ion for  future f lood preparedness,  responsiveness, 
mit igat ion and res i l ience. 
To e levate community  understanding and connect ion to counci l 
and those mater ia ls  and touch points  that  can further  ass ist  with 
future f loodpla in  and hazard management. 
To inform and agree to the foundat ion f lood model l ing (future 
p icture)  for  use in  the draft ing of  the Planning Scheme 
Amendment.   

Formal consultation on proposed amendment/  changes and to test  
and refine in  response to feedback recieved.  

ma
y /

 Ju
ne 

‘21 
   (

5 w
eek

s)

P H A S E  # 2 :  T E S T  a n d  R E F I N E .
Purpose:
 
Object ives: Formal  Not if icat ion of  the Draft  Amendment and loop back with 

community.
To carry  the conversat ion through from Phase One,  and deepen 
community  involvement
To test  community  tolerance levels ,  acceptabi l i ty  of 
proposed measures/direct ion for  future f lood preparedness, 
responsiveness,  mit igat ion and res i l ience. 
To ref ine these e lements  proposed within  the draft  amendment 
before submitt ing to the state. 
To e levate community  understanding and knowledge,  and to 
engender  support ,  buy- in  and ownership of  the things they 
can do for  improved f lood preparedness,  responsiveness  and 
res i l ience. 
And to bui ld  community  c lar i ty ,  conf idence and consensus 
around the draft  amendment for  future improved f lood hazard 
and f loodpla in  management,  together. 

Feb
rua

ry/
Ma

rch
 ‘22

   (
4  w

eek
s)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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To close the lo op,  report back on ad option/  next steps.
P H A S E  # 3 :  C l o s e  T h e  L o o p
Purpose:
Object ives: Community  loop-back post  amendment adoption/state feedback. 

TBA

•

ma
y ‘2

1   
 (2 

we
eks

)
Early,  pre-engagement with those highly/recently flo od impacted.

e a r ly  e n g a g e m e n t  P h a s e :  h i g h  I m p a c t  ‘ r e a c h - o u t ’
Purpose:
Object ives: To reach out  to recent ly  affected communit ies  in  The Gemfie lds, 

To l isten and learn from their  l ived exper iences -  before project 
engagement occured.
To guide community  past  the emotion towards more outcomes 
based conversat ions,  ready for  counci l  to  introduce the project .

•
•

•

Early consultation to introduce/ build awareness around flood information 
and tolerance to the impacts of flooding.



P H A S E # 1 :  S h a r e  a n d  G a t h e r . 
Early consultation to introduce/ build awareness around flood information 
and tolerance to the impacts of flooding.
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Touring the region  
via an immersive, 
community-specific  
engagement approach.
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The approach

Targeted and Integrated

How do you make ‘improved planning 
for floodplain management’ interesting 
to the community in a way that they can 
connect meaningfully with the project? 
And how do you cut through the fatigue 
and possible lack of interest in the 
improvement of important planning 
tools for the region?

Council’s engagement approach sought 
to address these questions and aimed 
high to gain as much  community 
interest, traction and visibility as possible 
around the project for phase one 
engagement. 

Council wanted to ensure that new, 
exciting and empowering methods of 
engagement were utilised in addition 
to tried and tested traditional methods, 
to help drive higher levels of project 
interest and generate strong reach 
across the region to ensure maximum 
awareness and participation levels.

Herein, is a summary of how the  
integrated Communications and 
Engagement Plan (refer to appendix) 
has worked to achieve a strong, 
early  engagement outcomes, with 
far reaching community insights and 
the dissemination  of new information 
around flooding in the region.

Early and Energised

Engaging early has been critical to the 
success of this project. 

The Communications and Engagement 
Plan worked to throw as much time, 
energy and effort at community 
consultation in Phase One of the project 
to ensure a genuinely community-led 
and broadly accepted amendment.

Committed to an open and transparent 
process of engagement, the project 
team also conducted pre-engagement 
sessions with high impact/high influence 
communities.  

Specifically, council met with an 
identified group of residents in The 
Gemfields, who were  recently affected 
by a significant flood event, and who 
were identified as high risk/extreme risk, 
under the new flood modeling. 

Given this combination of contributing 
variables, council engaged with 
community BEFORE official Phase One 
Engagement commenced, to ensure 
they had a collaborative and engaged 
community ready to commence 
stronger foundation for  this project’s 
engagement to occur. 
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Alignment 
 
Alignment with key directions, 
strategies and guidelines remained 
at the fore of all consultation and 
communication activities.  
 
Whether in a legislative, statutory 
or in a simply recommended sense, 
Central Highlands Regional Council 
has worked hard to ensure all of 
the following sources have been 
incorporated into current and future 
project consultation practices for 
best practice outcomes:

Council’s set engagement strategy, 
(refer to appendix) was designed to 
not only meet, but exceed minimum 
expectations and requirements for 
public consultation. 

The strategy has aligned strongly 
with core reference, The Ministers 

Guidelines and Rules to ensure the 
community not only understands 
the project, but how planning 
schemes and other local planning 
instruments are made or changed. 

The consultation strategy has also 
been designed under the guidance 
of the department’s Community 
Engagement Toolkit for Planning. 

These elements combined with the 
appointment of an experienced 
project team comprised of 
experienced planners and industry 
specific, certified consultation 
professionals, demonstrates 
councils strong commitment to a 
comprehensive, considered and 
successful engagement process 
– not just for the project, but for 
community as well. 

Levels of Influence 
and Positioning 
Council project team adopted the 
services of an engagement specialist 
to ensure proper alignment and 
optimum engagement practices 
were employed in the design 
and execution of the project’s 
consultation components.

Adhering closely to IAP2 
standards, and Spectrum of Public 
Participation, the engagement 
strategy for this project has made 
particular use of best practice and 
industry guidelines to ensure a 
robust, comprehensive and early 
engagement process has been 
undertaken at all key milestones 
and community touch points.  

•

•

•
•
•
 

•

•

•

•

•

The Planning Act 2016, 
Planning Regulation 2017 
The Minister’s Guidelines and 
Rules
Resilient Queensland 2018-2021
State Planning Policy (2017)
State Interest Guidelines 
‘Natural Hazard, Risks and 
Resilience Flood’ 
The Central Highlands Regional 
Council Corporate Plan
The Central Highlands Regional 
Council Engagement Policy
Central Highlands Community 
Reference Group Guidelines 
and Terms of Reference
IAP2 Guidelines for Best 
Practice Engagement
COVID Safe Guidelines – Council 
and State Government
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#1    Development of the draft amendment

#2   During the public consultation period 

#3   Following compilation of the feedback  
         during the public consultation period 

  
               Following the decision to adopt or  
                refuse the proposed amendment 

In accordance with the IAP2 Spectrum of Public 
Participation and Tool 2.2B from the Community 
engagement Toolkit, community engagement for this 
amendment will be conducted at the following levels:

This level of influence and positioning has 
been adopted in our engagement approach 
to support a highly collaborative, open and 
transparent methodology. There is a clear 
commitment of continued, community 
involvement as the project progresses to 
the point of project completion. 

#KEY Finding

 Inform, consult & involve

 Inform, consult, Involve 

 Inform & consult, 

 Inform  

 ke
y   

pro
jec

t   
mil

est
on

es
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#1    Development of the draft amendment

#2   During the public consultation period 

#3   Following compilation of the feedback  
         during the public consultation period 

  
               Following the decision to adopt or  
                refuse the proposed amendment 

P H A S E # 1 : 
S h a r e  a n d 
G a t h e r . 
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This phase involved early 
consultation to introduce/ 
build awareness around flood 
information and gather  
insights into community risk, 
tolerance and feedback  
regarding regional impacts  
of flooding.
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5.1

1 x ‘Our Region, Our Resilience’   
      Campaign

1 x Pop-Up Launch Event

2 x Internal Workshops

2 x Councillor Sessions

10 x Day Regional Roadshow

2 x Day Event: Emerald Show

14 x Drawing Competition    
         Entries

1 x NEW Flood Portal

1 x NEW Dedicated Flood Email

1 x Online Survey

2400 x Postcards Distributed

713 x Km’s Traveled

240 x hours on the road

145 Sausages sizzled

39 x Flood Maps

350 x Personal Conversations   
         (Approx).
 
13 x Communities visited

63 x Surveys completed

4 x Media Releases

13 x Flood Animations

This mix of methods and approach is 
new to council, having never conducted 
engagement on this scale before - and the 
community responded well. Phase Two of 
engagement will seek to repeat the same 
approach, to generate even further reaching 
outcomes. 

#KEY Finding

Phase One Engagement 
has included an 
integrated mix of 
methods, tools and 
tactics including:

Methods & mix 
pha

se 
on

e  -
 5 w

eek
s
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1 x ‘Our Region, 
Our Resilience’ 
Communications 
Campaign
The ‘Our Region, Our Resilience’ 
communications campaign was developed 
as an innovative umbrella program and 
communication channel, to achieve heightened 
awareness and connection to communities, 
for the Planning Scheme Amendment for 
Floodplain Management.

The campaign was successful as a vehicle for 
early engagement around the Draft Planning 
Scheme Amendment.  

The campaign created a new level of 
council energy and interest into the project 
- something typically not seen at such early 
stages for a project of similar subject matter 
areas.  

A campaign launch spear-headed by the 
project was staged in the park, which was well 
attended by community and received great 
media coverage. 

The campaign also helped create strong 
internal buy-in and cross-departmental 
collaboration for other council flood related 
projects requiring considerations and 
alignment with the drafting of the floodplain 
management amendment.

The Our Region, Our Resilience campaign will 
become the vehicle for conversation around 
flood and other natural hazard management 
to continue with community, well after this 
project concludes.

1 x Pop-Up Launch 
Event: Party In the 
Park 
 
To mark the launch of the ‘Our Region, Our 
Resilience’ program’, and commencement 
of the Regional Roadshow for the 
Draft Planning Scheme Amendment for 
Floodplain Management, council staged a 
free, community party in the park. 

Media releases (refer to appendix) and 
online promotion invited community to 
participate in a range of free activities 
including face painting, sausage sizzle by 
the Rotary Club, giant jumping castle, and 
more. 

The event also revealed new, public art 
additions the gardens – the Emerald 
Flood Totems marking flood heights of 
previous, significant events experienced by 
community.

Postcards cross-promoting launch of the 
online survey and Regional Roadshow were 
distributed, a youth drawing competition 
colouring table generated several entries, 
and large scale flood mapping displaying 
the new data was placed on display - a 
popular attraction and talking point for 
those who showed keen interest.

More than 145 sausages, almost 200 cold 
drinks, over 100 faces painted, and many 
great conversations were kick-started with 
community around regional resilience and 
all things flood - a great start to Round One 
of engagement for the amendment.
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4 x Internal 
Workshops

Under the Our Region, Our Resilience 
program, a flood working group was 
established. Within that group, 40 flood 
related council projects were identified as 
being in the pipeline, or active. The projects 
were also  identified as important for 
consideration of the draft planning scheme 
amendment for flood plain management. 

Together, project leads and departmental 
representatives participated in a series of 
alignment and collaboration workshops to 
ensure that no stone was left unturned and 
all considerations around future planning 
for improved floodplain Management were 
captured for inclusion in the draft.
 
The Our Region, Our Resilience campaign 
has since been adopted as a new council 
communication and engagement channel 
for ongoing internal and external 
connection with communities around flood 
and natural hazard planning and resilience.  

1 x Region-Wide 
Survey

An online survey was developed to gain 
a broad sweeping understanding of the 
community’s views towards improved 
floodplain management across the region. 

Participants from all corners of the region 
shared their feedback and were incentivised 
further via a random draw opportunity to win a 
$200 pre-loaded VISA gift card.  

The community survey was in market for four 
(4) weeks, promoted through an integrated 
mix of media, in-person and online channels 
including media releases, banners, social 
media, websites, etc to generate broader 
survey awareness. 

Community advocates and members of 
Council’s Community Reference Groups 
(CRG’s) were tasked with localised, personal 
network distribution through email and word 
of mouth also. 

Postcards were distributed at every touch-
point and at key council venues such as library/
office receptions promoted internally via the 
council staff ‘Vine’ network. 
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16 x Drawing 
Competition Entries

Council also launched a region-wide drawing 
competition to encourage youth to have a say.

Participants were encouraged to draw the best 
ways to be more prepared , responsive and 
resilient in the event of a flood. 

Entries were of a high quality, and submitted 
across a range of age groups from across the 
region.

Mitigations measures such as emergency 
planes on house roofs, and boats in the garage 
were examples of creative and clever ideas put 
forward.

The winning entries were judged by councilors 
and the planning team, with winners notified 
by phone and presented with a pre-loaded 
VISA gift card. 

Drawing will be used in later stages and placed 
on display in council’s foyer, with a media 
release to be issued with parental permission. 

1 x Dedicated, Flood 
Email

A new, dedicated email was established, 
providing a direct line of communication into 
the project, ongoing.

This has been established to make council and 
the project team more directly accessible, open 
and accountable.

The email has been successful in providing a 
follow up channel also, having had a number 
of community members send photos and 
other written and visual evidence of previous 
lived experiences with flood, that has been 
used to further inform councils foundation 
understanding of flood across the region from 
the communities perspective.    
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1 x BRAND NEW 
Flood Portal

For years, council has been working to develop 
new flood information, reflective of a range of 
complex and time-consuming flood studies that 
have been occurring across a number of council 
teams.  
 
Now that this information has formed as a 
suite of new models and data for council and 
community review and awareness, a Flood 
Portal was developed to deliver this information 
to communities.  

The portal offers interactive information and 
free access to flood data (depth, velocity, etc) 
and was launched on the Regional Roadshow as 
part of the process to inform and consult with 
communities.  

The Flood Portal is free, instant and interactive – 
open and transparent for community to access 
from the comfort of their own home or business.  

This new information was a critical tool for Phase 
One consultation, and was very well received, 
working well to inform and make this new data 
accessible for all.  

Ongoing, the portal can continue to be used to 
inform outside of set engagement phases by 
everyone from potential purchasers, or owners 
looking to negotiate on their insurance as well 
as those wishing to develop their properties and 
understand the required flood levels.  

13 x Community Flood 
Animations

The Water Engineer appointed to the 
Engagement team delivered one of the single 
most powerful tools for engagement success: 13 
community specific Flood Animations.

The animations offered a graphic/visual 
account of flooding scenarios. Regardless of 
literacy levels, or level of flood knowledge, 
the animations appealed to all and were 
an interesting attractor and kick starter for 
conversation, particularly at the Emerald Show. 

Each presentation in each community featured 
the animation relevant to their own town, and 
worked well as a visual engagement tool to 
quickly and clearly inform people of what a birds-
eye view of a Defined Flood Event might look 
like for them, and the towns they call home.   
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1 x Collateral Suite 

A consultation collateral suite was produced to 
help generate awareness, share information, and 
to gather evidence and insights from the region 
and communities within.  Materials included:

To maintain accuracy of information and to ensure 
nothing was lost in translation, content for all 
materials was developed in close collaboration 
with the Strategic Land Use Coordinator, Principal 
Planner and Water Engineers. 

Material was designed for ongoing use in non-
engagement project phases, circulated to other 
council departments for cross-promotional use at 
other events or opportunities where conversation 
around flood topics occurred. 

Information Show bags
A NEW Flood Portal and ePlan Website
FAQs and Key Messaging (see appendix for full suite)
Stakeholder Invitations 
PowerPoint Presentations
Flood Animations for depth, velocity and time.
Flood Maps
Static displays for events, libraries/council foyers, etc.
Pull up banners
Postcards 
Website pages – Have Your Say /general council site 
Social Media Posts – various, ongoing
Media Releases  
Drawing Competition Activity Sheet
Survey – online and hard copy
COVID Safe Collateral, QR Codes and more.

Community Advocates

A critical component of successful engagement 
was the identification, adoption and empowering 
of key people within each community to act as a 
local advocate and ‘Rallier’ for the project’s cause. 

The project engagement team liaised 
with council’s overarching Engagement 
Representatives and Community Reference Group 
Coordinators to identify and empower at least 
one community member from each community to 
take the project’s message and event invitations 
forward, to gather a greater degree of ground 
level support and interest in the project. 

The process was a great success, with members 
of the community made unofficial, honorary 
members of the project team for their community.

Future engagement phases will recognise and 
continue to work even more closely with these 
individuals who together, are playing a critical role 
in actively helping  to build stronger, more resilient 
communities in the region. 
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10 x Day Regional 
Roadshow
A core council team hit the road for a two week 
region wide road trip, where a Planner, Engagement 
Professional and Flood Engineer drove directly into 
communities to talk all things flood.

This was a highly immersive approach to engaging 
in the region - going direct to communities 
and spending time in towns, and talking with 
communities in their homes, their key community 
places and at flood sites where previous, lived 
experiences had occurred. 

The insights gathered were immense, and 
communities were both giving and generous with 
their time and interest. 

13 Communities were targeted across nine key 
locations as presentation destinations.

At each town, the team toured key flood sites and 
hosted drop in sessions (promoted two weeks 
prior) whereby the community was made privy to 
new flood data and modeling, presented by the 
experts themselves. 
Each presentation was community 
specific and tailored to their own unique flood 
circumstances and experiences. 
 

 
 
 

In each two hour session, residents were asked to 
comment and add to council’s understanding of 
what the new data was displaying. 

In every circumstance, in every community, the 
data was accepted and understood by those in 
attendance. 
 
Residents were given an open and transparent 
opportunity to talk through their own lived 
experiences, look through the defined flood event 
mapping and information relevant to their home 
and their towns.
 
Communities were also shown the new Flood 
portal and asked to share with those who may be 
interested to improve accessibility and reach within 
their own granular community networks.  

With the data shared openly, and transparently, 
and enhanced through community comment, 
council concluded the two full weeks with a solid 
foundation suite of Defined Flood Events (DFE) for 
use in the Draft Planning Scheme Amendment.  
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What we heard:  
Online Survey

10 x Day  
Regional 
Roadshow 



1 x Online 
Survey 
XXXX

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR 

SITAXIMUS DOLUM CU-

SIC MODITIS ENIUMISTI.

Of the 63 people who  
participated in the online  
survey, this is what we heard:

• Vast majority of people who responded have   
 been in town less than 5 years. 
• Over 70% of respondents have not experienced a 
• flood event at the current address
• 50/50 in terms of respondents own vs rent 
• 29% do not have flood insurance, with 16% unsure
• 60% have seen a flood map for their property
• In the majority people would be very prepared/ 
 somewhat prepared for a major flood event 
• Council website and council SMS alert rating high  
 when it comes to tools during or preparing for an  
 event (social media also prominent)
• 2-5 days was the generally an reasonable length  
 of time for major roads to be closed
• Communication and understanding flood impact 
• and Evacuating Planning were the number 
 one responses for effective floodplain 
 management measures
• Turning the power back-on, reopening the  
 Hospital and the Supermarkets were the top  
 three responses for what is important as a   
 priority after a flood event occurs.   

As a start point, these results support 
an overall preference for a ‘whole of 
community’ value/response  – meaning 
good resilience and high tolerance. #KEY Finding

What we heard:  
Online Survey
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100%
 

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Please tell us where you live?

 
I am a  

home owner

 
I am a 

landowner

 
 
 

I rent
 
 

I only work  
in region

Which of the following best describes your status?

0%   10%    20%   30%    40%    50%    60%    70%   80%   90%  100%



How long have you lived at your current address?

Have you ever experienced flooding whilst living in your current address?
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0-1 year

 
 

2-5 years
 
 
 

6-10 years
 
 

11-20 years

 

20+ years

0%   10%    20%   30%    40%    50%    60%    70%   80%   90%  100%

Yes

No

0%       10%         20%          30%          40%         50%         60%          70%         80%          90%   100%



A flood map is an important tool that indicates how different size flood events 
can affect a community. Have you ever seen a flood map for your property? 

Do you have flood insurance for your property or land?
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Yes Contents coverage

 
 

Yes Building Coverage

 

Yes, Building and Contents 
Coverage

 

No I don’t have flood 
insurance

 
Unsure

Prefer not to say

0%   10%     20%    30%     40%     50%     60%    70%    80%    90% 100%

0%    10%      20%    30%       40%      50%      60%      70%     80%      90% 100%

Yes

No

Unsure



The size of a flood event or its magnitude can be expressed in many ways  
(i.e. Minor, Moderate, Major). For each type of flood event, how well prepared do you think you are?

If a major flood event was to occur tomorrow, how well informed would you feel about 
the risk to your property, to know how to react/respond?
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Major
Flood

 

Moderate
Flood

 

Minor  
Flood

0%   10%    20%   30%    40%    50%    60%    70%   80%   90%  100%

 
SOMEWHAT 
PREPARED

 

SOMEWHAT 
PREPARED

 

VERY 
PREPARED

 
Very informed - I know  

my property well

Somewhat informed - I would like  
to know more

Unsure
 

Not very informed - I would like  
to know more

Unprepared - I am  unaware of the full  
extent of risk to my property

0%   10%    20%   30%     40%    50%    60%    70%    80%   90% 100%

VERY 
INFORMED



In the event of a flood, what type of warning would you currently use?

Everyone has different ways of being prepared for flood. Whilst every flood is 
different, it is important to have a plan ready to go. How do you prepare for a 
flood event? 
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1

2

2
3

4

0%   10%    20%    30%    40%    50%    60%    70%    80%   90%  100%

Bureau of Meterology

Siren

ABC Radio

I watch the weather

I measure  rainfall

Council SMS alert

Council website

Social Media

My Neighbours 

Local SES

Police

Other

1

2

3

Stay and bunker down

Retreat to  higher ground

Refer to my personal emergency plan

I don’t have a personal emergency plan

Unsure what I would do

Seek/listen to advice from RFS/Emergency Services

Listen for warning sirens

Use BOM alerts to guide my decsion making

Use council notifications to guide decsion making

Watch the change in weather and make the call myself

Other

0%   10%    20%    30%    40%    50%    60%    70%    80%   90% 100%

Bureau of Meterology

Siren

ABC Radio

I watch the weather

I measure the rainfall

Council SMS Alert

Council website

Social Media

My Neighbours

Local SES

Police

Other

Up to 2 days

Up to 5 days

Up to 1 week

Up to 2 weeks

Up to one month

Most roads should be  able to use  
within 24 hours after the flood peak



During an event how do you stay updated/informed?

In terms of flood duration, how long do you believe is reasonable for the major roads across the region 
to remain closed after a major flood event?
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1

2

3

4

0%   10%    20%    30%    40%    50%     60%    70%   80%    90% 100%

Bureau of Meterology

Siren

ABC Radio

I watch the weather

I measure the rainfall

Council SMS Alert

Council website

Social Media

My Neighbours

Local SES

Police

Other

Up to 2 days

Up to 5 days

Up to 1 week

Up to 2 weeks

Up to one month

Most roads should be  able to use  
within 24 hours after the flood peak
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After a major flood event, what are the top three things you feel would be 
important to you and the community?

Are there any other suggestions for more acceptable floodplain management 
measures that might further support the improved protection of your own 
community?  

Communication  
needs to be upgraded 
to locals - we rely on 
local information 

Communication and support. 
The more we do this the better 
as a community we will be come. 
We often look at the negative 
of flooding but we are resilient 
people and we need to push 
community and work together

Some will  
flood, but  
protect the  
majority

Clean out drains 
and provide an early 
warning system that 
actually provides 
early warning

You must consult 
with Traditional 
Owners about 
mitigation

Inform 
businesses about 
generators they 
might need
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1

2

3

2
3

3

Hospital is operational

Local schools reopened

Highway open to  
Rockhampton

Supermarket open

Local business reopened
 

Parks reopened

I’m in my home with my  

family and pets

power is back on

Other 

0%   10%    20%   30%    40%    50%    60%    70%    80%    90%100%

#KEY FINDING:  

This is a great 

Indication of the sense of 

community and the importance of 

key community assets - not just  

about the home.
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What We Heard:  
High Impact 
StakehoLderS 
pre-Session

Before Round One Engagement commenced for the 
Draft Planning Scheme Amendment for Floodplain 
Management, an important pre-engagement session 
was identified.
 
The occurrence of a recent, significant flooding event 
in The Gemfields hit residents hard, with some still 
recovering today. 

The recent event, coupled with council insights derived 
from the new flood data pin-pointed Rubyvale and 
Sapphire as high risk/high impact stakeholders.  And in 
need of a conversation before the Project engagement 
was to occur. 

Council therefore chose to conduct an important pre-
engagement session with the communities of Rubyvale 
and Sapphire to ensure they were properly listened 
to, informed and engaged for optimum project and 
community outcomes alike. 
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What we heard from those communities 
most recently affected by significant flooding 
events...

Residents wanted to be listened to – and 
valued the opportunity to share with 
council their lived experiences - many 
whom were still in recovery phases.
Much of the focus was on the impact to 
Sapphire in the recent event, however 
many in Rubyvale were also affected – 
potentially more.  
Previous discussions with Rubyvale about 
a siren was raised and the community 
indicated that they didn’t want one/trust it 
despite recognising the rapid nature of the 
recent event not affording enough time to 
activate the siren.  
Mobile phone coverage in the area is poor 
(also experienced by the project team 
whilst engaging). 
SMS alerts are a real problem as coverage 
is not consistent or universal.  
Another line of defense/reliance on 
SMS alerts or even messaging between 
neighbours is not certain.  This therefore 
increases the importance of the siren 
system as a last line of defense, which 
residents feel failed in it’s first use.  
There is a significant NBN tower at the 
Rubyvale Hotel.   Residents believe this is 
in an inappropriate position, and not the 
original place chosen. 
The tower has not helped improved any 
connectivity in fact has probably made 
things worse and likely interfered with TV 
and mobile phone coverage. Exploring 
co-location of facilities was discussed as a 
potential solution.  
Policeman’s creek (Rubyvale) is heavily 
silted - It looks like a road rather than a 
creek bed).   If there are no plans to clear it 

out – this will mean that the next flood will 
be worse given how full the creek is. 
There was confusion around what alerts/
mitigation systems and procedures were 
in place – with residents wanting more 
information, clarity and visibility around 
what is available to them now – and in the 
future.
Council’s Disaster Recovery Team were 
well-loved by locals and perceived to have 
played a critical role in recovery processes/
community resilience. 
However it was the both during and 
thereafter the recent event that residents 
expressed disappointment with broader 
council’s interest and responsiveness and 
perceived general absence community.
Signage on riverbanks was noted as 
required with the suggestion of specific 
signage for in and around the creek beds 
to notifying campers, telling them why 
they shouldn’t camp there. Likened to the 
crocodile warning signs up north
Residents welcomed ongoing conversation 
around flood - the next being the Draft 
Planning Scheme Amendment for 
Floodplain Management which residents 
were informed of at the session conclusion.
Many expressed interest in attending 
the upcoming sessions for the Draft 
Planning Scheme Amendment, as the 
official commencement of Round One 
Engagement.
NOTING: Council was pleased to see 
many of the same and new community 
members did attend the following Regional 
Roadshow Sessions. Further detail on 
the success of these sessions outcomes 
are listed within the Regional Roadshow 
analysis chapter, overleaf. 

These insights indicated residents were 
generally well informed about how floods 
occur in their community, but were not 
necessarily informed of the existing 
measures council has already put in place 
to further reduce future risk.

#KEY Finding
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Residents from 13 unique communities  
participated in the Regional Roadshow,  
and this is what we heard:

34

What we heard: The 
Regional Roadshow



Springsure1 | 
The community would like to see:
Clearing of creek - the most important and 
critical solution suggested.
More Access to information about flood - 
all areas and aspects for preparedness and 
responsiveness.
NOTES: 9 attended, with and one invited 
site tour of creek, by local indigenous man 
regarding  critical mitigation needs. 

2| Rolleston
The community would like to see: 
Reduced occurrences of isolation and being cut-
off. Solutions to reduce impact/risk for flooding on 
the edge of town and for lower lying properties.
Improved access to information, particularly for 
emergency evacuation points, etc.
Creek/waterway maintenance improved
Signage for trucks in front of Pub with directional 
information on how to move around town.
Access to video live streams of creek water levels 
as a flood warning/monitoring option.
Improved phone reception (Optus).
NOTES: 7 attended session, 8 engaged locally in 
venues,  plus 10 informed at the tennis club. 

3| Bauhinia
The community would like to see:
N/A – No attendees.
Noting: Improved phone reception, as 
experienced by the team whilst in town.
NOTES: Although flooding is not a key issue 
for this community, this community will be 
further contacted to ensure communication 
occurs and all needs are considered. 

4| DAuringa, Dingo &      
         SUrrounds

The community would like to see:
Clearing of creeks/backing-up of debris
Solutions to reduce isolation and access 
Improved preparedness for longer term 
flooding scenarios, where road cut-offs and   
long term isolation can occur.
Improved phone coverage (especially in 
emergencies).
NOTES: 3 attended, 8 engaged locally in venues.
 

5| Bluff
The community wold like to see:
More info regarding recent train culverts 
upgrade
More attention provided for the channel/creek   
opposite culverts to support redirected flow 
around town towards the connected damn.
Better understanding from insurers, and for 
council and to use this data to help improve 
individual circumstances, over and above 
existing blanket approach to premiums.
Local drainage improvements and better 
infrastructure to guide water when it hits the 
ground.
Improved town maintenance including grass 
slashing and debris management.  
New solutions to reduce the isolation that 
occurs with significant flood events for those 
living on outer edges of town/just outside town. 
Early warning - whenever possible. 
Greater connection and collaboration with  
Council for dealing with flood and hazard 
management, together.
NOTES: 8 attended, One site tour of 
culverts, creek and damn. Conversation with 
Queensland Rail occurred also regarding 
culverts. 

6| Blackwater & comet
The community would like to see:
Limited road closures/ interruption to daily life 
for future upgrades to roads/infrastructure 
related to floodplain management.
Greater clarity around the roles and 
responsibilities between council and the state 
in regard to flood and floodplain management.
More communication and information about 
what we have - and, what is planned.
NOTES: 15 in attendance.
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8| RubyVale 
The community would like to see:
Improved mobile phone coverage.
Clearing of rubbish in the creek.
The addition of the location of the sirens to 
the flood portal.
The addition of a ‘register for alerts’ section 
added to  the flood portal (i.e. quick  
button).
NOTES : 9 attended, a further 7 locally  
engaged.  
The team also attended a personal site visit 
with two residents at their claim/home, 
where the team walked the creek bed and 
home site to better understand their lived/
recent  experiences with flood.   

9| SapPHIRe 
The community would like to see:
Signage on riverbanks for campers in the river 
beds or notifications telling them why they 
shouldn’t camp there – and not just ‘don’t 
camp’, but saying flash floods also.
A disclaimer added to mining leases that says 
‘you are on mining land/ a flood-able space’.
Camping licenses and fossicking licenses be 
used to help inform people where to be and 
not to be.
An information section on the website with a 
tick box to say they have read and aware of the 
risks in the area.
More regular clearing the creek for debris  
A disaster action plan to be set up for flood 
events and other hazards such as fire.
Fridge Magnets made by council and 
distributed for disaster management support 
and information
An official/nominated high point to use 
when hazards occur. Millionaire’s hill was a 
suggestion.
Better / improved road surfacing. 
More mitigation measures and alternative early 
warning systems in addition to the sirens.
Finding new ways of getting flood waters to 
run more towards where they need to go, and 
allowing the water to get away quickly when it 
gets there.
As much early warning as possible.
Effective, working  drainage.
More information about who to call/notify if 
the community is already flooded, to assist with 
the alarm going off properly. 
A set of alarm keys for community which would 
give them greater confidence in the warning 
systems already in place.
NOTES: 11 attended, 4 locally engaged in 
venues.

7| Capella & Tieri
The community would like to see: 
Investigation into the location of the rubbish 
dump and associated risks in regard to it’s 
proximity to the flood boundary.
More communication and access to information 
- especially for those new members and groups 
attached to recent town growth including the 
new seniors group , rugby union clubs, schools 
and the CWA and anyone where new information 
needs around flooding presents. 
Thorough investigation into the development 
occurring around Coles (former caravan park).
NOTES:  5 in attendance.
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10| EmeralD
The community would like to see:
Improved preparedness and evacuation warning. 
Anything that works to alleviate the impact of 
flooding, noting it was accepted that council’s 
role is not to stop but try to best support the 
management and alleviation of impacts.
New ways to get the river to flow quicker and 
more freely for flood waters to pass through and 
reduce quicker.
Early warning, where possible.
More, easily accessible information about 
evacuation and response options.
Investigation into evacuation supports 
and general council progress in evacuation 
management and options. 
Assurance that evacuation measures in 
some parts of the community are not at a 
perceived risk of disappearing due to increased 
development/lack of priority and funding.
A considered draft amendment which ensures 
all  mitigation works are done so with a truly 
‘connected’ mentality.
That development or physical changes on the 
floodplain does NOT then negatively impact 
others in town.
That New street is looked at with some 
importance and the community to be kept 
informed on possible changes/impacts.
Greater outcomes via strong listening by council, 
particularly around repeat issues of preparedness 
and responsiveness in regard to flooding. 
More information about how the  Flood Portal 
can be used to reduce insurance premiums. 
Increased council advocacy for improved 
insurance modeling using the new flood data 
in ways that communicates/ demonstrates 
reduced risk for those paying blanket/heightened 
premiums. 
NOTES: Although 8 in attendance, 6 engaged in 
venues around town.
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phase one: key themes
After the project team 
hung up their Round 
One Engagement 
boots, and commenced 
drafting of the Planning 
Scheme Amendment, 
the following key 
insights prevailed and 
are being used to inform 
the way forward.  
Here is what we heard: 

Communities present as having high tolerance 
and high risk awareness. They know how their 
communities flood, and are open to working  
together with council using the new flood data as 
a basis for better, more community specific flood 
hazard and floodplain management. 
The community sees it as a shared role - and 
that everyone has a role to play in improved 
preparedness, responsiveness, mitigation and 
resilience measures around flood - and other hazard 
management. 
 
They see ongoing, strong communication as critical 
when it comes to planning for and dealing with flood. 
They want more localised, visible and consistent 
communication  from and with council - something 
raised by ALL communities consulted with. 

Improved and more frequent creek/waterway 
maintenance is also one of the most requested 
and critical mitigation measures that the majority 
of directly impacted communities perceive to be 
of greatest and immediate future value to reduce 
impacts and improve preparedness, now. 

Participants who were made aware of the new flood 
data either in person or via other shared methods 
were in agreement with how, where and why their 
communities have and may flood. 

There was high community interest in the new data, 
flood portal, mapping and animations. As such, a 
higher level of community awareness was achieved 
and of those community members spoken with, most 
agreed that the data presented was reflective of their 
own lived experiences in some way, shape or form.  

It was acknowledged that this data has - in almost 
all communities - never been seen or known about - 
and many saw it as a welcomed addition and greater 
information base to start working from in order to 
improve our preparedness for flood, and how we 
plan better for future scenarios.
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Community members were not aware of 
the extent and significant amount of work 
council has done in the mitigation and 
preparedness spaces. 

All communities - particularly those who 
were low-to-medium risk saw council playing 
an advocacy role to improve individual 
insurance premiums - and that as individuals 
being able to share individual data about the 
reduced risk to property would be helpful in 
reducing premiums. 

The flood portal was received as accessible, 
and of great interest to communities - and 
the ease and immediacy of access was also 
seen as an improvement to how and where 
community can find this sort of information 
that works in favour of many in the 
community. 

Many communities remarked that they 
appreciated this new method of immersive 
engagement and council taking the time 
to come to them, in their spaces, making it 
easier and information more accessible in an 
otherwise decentralised, regional landscape. 

Overall, it was understood that life in 
the Central Highlands will always carry 
the risk of flood. And the ownership and 
understanding held by community was 
refreshing and reassuring for council, 
providing an excellent, early engagement 
base of insights for which to inform the 
draft planning scheme amendment. 

Insights gathered, and the new information 
shared has created a new, collective 
confidence and consensus around how 
together, we can best deal with flooding, 
if and when it happens through more 
responsive floodplain management under 
the proposed draft amendment.
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Following Round One consultation 
the team returned to base in deep 
consideration and application all of 
relevant and valuable feedback received 
as part of the robust, far reaching process.

Insights gathered informed further 
amendments/changes to the Draft 
Planning Scheme Amendment in an 
attempt to ensure proper support and 
greater management of our floodplains to 
reduce to risk to people and property. 

An important component of how council 
used round one insights in their draft 
review before moving to the Formal 
Exhibition phase, was to ensure they had 
picked up and applied a more detailed 
and comprehensive understanding of  
exactly how floodwaters may impact 
our communities.  Using these fresh 
community insights, council conducted 
further review of things such as how deep 
water has occurred across properties, 
how fast that water was traveling, and 
how long the water may have stayed.   
 
Council also used the insights to further 
inform how floodwater may impact 
a property types and the behavioral 
differences between community insights 
around rural land versus the center of 
town where density factors impact water 
behavior.
  

This analysis further elevated council’s 
understanding around floodplain insights, 
courtesy of a highly engaged and 
participatory community, who provided 
a plethora of evidenced examples and 
insights to furnish a comprehensive 
review round.
 
Further more, council’s understanding of 
added land use and development control 
measures increased to improve what 
should be put in place (i.e. where, and in 
what circumstances) resulting in greater 
future risk management possibilities via 
the DPSAFM.  

Next steps in this major amendment 
process, included  council’s team of both 
planners and engineers working together 
to finalise the proposed changes to the 
draft, the Flood Hazard Overlay Code and 
supporting mapping.   

This new Draft Amendment was then 
reissued to the state for the first state 
interest review and approval to formally 
notify the community about the Draft 
Amendment.

Minister’s approval was granted on 
the 21st of January 2022 to enable the 
proposed Draft Amendment to undertake 
Phase #2 Engagement of formal public 
notification. This occurred between the 
7th of February and 4th of March, 2022.
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P H A S E # 2 : 
T e s t  a n d 
R e f i n e 

06
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P H A S E # 2 : 
T e s t  a n d 
R e f i n e 

This is the second 
engagement phase for 
Formal Notification of the 
Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment, purposefully 
creating widespread 
awareness, accessibility 
and community 
opportunity to provide 
feedback (submissions) 
and test, refine and 
inform the final Draft 
Amendment.
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6.1

Phase Two of program  
Engagement was executed for 
21 days (7 February to 4 March 
2022) in the form of a Formal 
Notification process for the 
proposed DRAFT Planning 
Scheme Amendment for 
Floodplain Management.

Widespread promotion through a multi-channel, 
highly integrated, online and immersive,in- 
person approach occurred as part of phase two 
engagement efforts.

A comprehensive, statutory alignment with 
state guidelines was applied, in addition to 
other methods to create as much awareness and 
opportunity for community to have a formal say 
via an easily understood, flexible and accessible 
Formal Submission process. 

Methods & mix 
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Methods & mix 
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Core methods, tools and 
tactics utilised during 
the Formal Notification 
Period included:

1 x Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment (made available in 
digital and hardcopy)

1 x Draft summary document 

1 x 3 Day Regional Roadshow 
(Round Two) featuring 
 ‘Meet The Planner’ sessions. 

1 x ePlan displaying the 
proposed amendment

1 x Have Your Say page

1 x Council website page

1 x Dedicated email (for 
alternative submission options/
communications) 

1 x Postal address for written 
submissions

50+ Personal conversations   
 
6 x Communities visited  
(highest  and most affected by 
the amendments proposed)

1 x Media release

1 x Council eNews Bulletin 
(council community database)

4 x Community Reference Group 
eComms 

1 x Public Notice on council’s 
website

 1 x Poster for use online and in 
hardcopy at all council Customer 
Service Centres

1 x Newspaper advertisement 
(online and hardcopy)

8 x Project Information Sheets 

1 x Suite of statutory informaton 
sheets

2 x Social Media Platforms 
featuring multiple project posts 
calling for submisisons

1 x Internal/Intranet Post for 
council staff awareness 

1 x Internal council briefiing for 
how to receive submissions, 
 and where to direct enquiries



3 x Full Day  
Regional Roadshow with 
Pop-Up  
‘Meet The Planner’ 
Sessions. 
A core council planning team returned to the road for a 
targeted, 3 day road trip. Together, the team re-visited 
previously engaged communities in person, inviting 
residents to attend pop-up ‘Meet The Planner’ sessions 
relative to their community, and to invite interest, 
conversation and submissions for feedback on the 
proposed DRAFT Planning Scheme Amendment for 
Floodplain Management.

This highly immersive approach was a replication of 
the Roadshow method used in Phase One engagement 
efforts, to ensure those who expressed the most 
interest, risk and need were followed up and personally 
invited to again speak directly with a planner at the 
point of Formal Exhibition. 

Spending time in towns, and talking with communities 
in their own space once again was welcomed and well 
received across the region.  

Six high impact/high engagement communities were 
targeted as pop-up destinations, with a total of 41 
community members pre-booking a session together, 
or dropping in whilst the team was made available to 
them in their home or close by towns. 

In each half day pop-up, residents were asked if they 
had seen the draft and whether they had any questions, 
comments, or would like to make a submission. Every 
community conversation also included information on 
how and where to have a say should they wish to make 
a comment on the Draft before finalisation.

Again this was a very open and transparent approach 
made convenient for communities most at risk or 
affected by the flood related amendments to the 
Planning Scheme. 
 
No in person submissions were received  at any of the 
pop up days. However, some of the verbal responses 
received were:- 

•  Supportive of the scheme being updated to  
     reflect the most recent flood model outputs
•  Support for new dwellings going straight to  
     building approval 
•  Agree filling (especially in Emerald) is an issue 
•  Agree that in some areas development should  
     not be allowed due to the risk
•  Understood the risk-based approach and agree  
     that this was a better approach – risk vs use and  
     the consequence 
•  Ensure that the scheme does not compromise  
     existing developments to expand where  
     already established 

Whilst not specifically planning scheme related other 
comments:- 

•  Council should be investing and advocating for  
     more in flood mitigation given the major urban  
     areas are on a floodplain so we will flood again  
     its just a matter of time
•  More to be done around investing/relocating to  
     flood-free areas ie. Yamala
•  Insurance remains a significant issue. 
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1 x Updated ePlan 

The online ePlan was updated to 

electronically display the proposed changes 

to the amendment. This enabled a complete 

interactive experience for the user to see an 

online, ‘tracked-changes’ version of the ePlan.

Also included was a new, online mapping layer 

displaying the proposed updated flood hazard 

map. 

1 x Social Media 
Campaign
 

Social media was used as a key 

communications and engagement tool to 

drive ongoing awareness during the formal 

notification period. Council’s Facebook and 

Instagram Channels were used to direct 

community to the proposed draft, to have a 

say, to make a formal submission and to access 

additional resources to help inform optimum 

response to the Draft Amendment.
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1 x Public Notification
 
 

As required by the Minister’s Guidelines and 

Rules, a public notice on notification of the 

Draft Amendment was published in a locally 

circulating newspaper. 

This notice appeared online in the CQ News, for 

the full duration of notification. The notice also 

appeared in hard copy format in the Emerald 

Regional News (11th February). 

In addition, the notice was displayed in each 

council service centre for the duration of the 

notification period. 
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8 x Information 
Sheets and 
Resources Suite
A series of Information Sheets were developed 
and displayed on the project’s Have Your Say 
page. 

The Information Sheets assisted in explaining 
the various questions that were anticipated to 
be raised during the notification period. 

In support of a comprehensive, ‘easy access’ 
approach to project information, the team 
developed and distributed the following suite 
of double page, A4 Information Sheets: 

    •  Overview of the Draft Amendment
    •  How the Amendment May Affect Me
    •  Flood Frequently Asked Questions
    •  Our Flood Studies
    •  Our Flood Risk Profiles
    •  Information About My Property
    •  How to Make a Submission
    •  CHRC Gauge Locations Map

Please refer to document Appendix for full 
copies of the above Information Sheets.    

1 x Summary 
Document 

To assist in understanding why the amendment 
was required, council officers prepared an 
easy to understand summary report outlining 
key information relating to the full Draft 
Amendment. This information included:  

 •    Background to the amendment,
 •    Identification of the data used  
        to inform the amendment, 
 •    Key amendments to the proposed  
        draft itself, 
 •    Information regarding how people  
         could have their say.  
 
This summary document was well received 
and worked as a successful tool in supporting 
optimised community understanding, access and 
responsiveness during the notification period.
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1 x Online 
Survey 
XXXX

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR 

SITAXIMUS DOLUM CU-

SIC MODITIS ENIUMISTI.

Any person, from all 
communities across the 
Central Highlands was 
invited many times and 
ways to have their say 
regarding any aspect 
of the amendment, 
via a properly made 
submission.

Details on how to make a submission 
either for or against proposed inclusions/
changes were cleary communicated across 
multiple methods and channels, advising 
public of the following options:

• Online via council’s ePlan  
    website: https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au 
    /planningscheme/

• By email to:  
    planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au

• By mail to The Chief Executive Officer  
    Central Highlands Regional Council  
     PO Box 21 Emerald, QLD 4720 

• Or, via a hand-written, signed copy   
    provided over the counter at one of  
    council’s customer service centres.

 

It was also clearly and widely explained 
that for a submission to be considered 
properly made, it must:

•  Be in writing and signed by each    
    person who made the submission  
    (including by electronic means);
•  Include the full name and residential or  
     business address of each person  
    making the submission;
• State a postal or electronic address  
    for council to provide a response to the 
    submission;
• State the grounds of the submission  
    and the facts and circumstances relied  
    on to support this position;
• Be made to Central Highlands Regional  
    Council; and
• Be received by council on or before 4  
    March 2022.
• For further information in relation to  
    the planningscheme@planning.org.au.

Submission PROCESS
6.2
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Submission PROCESS
Promotion and engagement across the 
region during the notification period 
was immersive, far reaching and highly 
integrated in an attempt to saturate 
communities with good awareness and 
ample opportunities to respond to the 
Draft Planning Scheme Amendment for 
Floodplain Management.  
 
Just ONE, properly made submission was 
received from across the region in this time. 

The submission received identified three 
matters, being:

    •   Requirements for industrial   
          developments
    •   Earthworks or filling in the floodplain
    •   Supply of industrial land

In terms of industrial development, the 
submitter was concerned that freeboard 
was also required to meet the floor levels.  

This is not the case for non-residential 
developments and therefore industrial 
developments (new or extensions) were 
not disadvantaged .   

Further, the submitter was concerned that 
filling would be allowed in the floodplain.

 Filling/ earthworks are of great concern 
to the council and the scheme is strong in 
when and how any filling would be allowed. 

For Emerald, the policy position is clear in 
that filling in the floodplain is not allowed 
given the potential for impacts on adjoining 
properties.  Lastly, the matter of supply of 
industrial land has been noted and will be 
dealt with as a future amendment. 

As discussed with the submitter, no change 
was warranted as a result of the submission 
and the concerns were adequately 
addressed within the proposed draft.  The 
submitter was satisfied with council’s 
response.  As required, a tailored response 
was provided to the submitter.  

PROPERLY MADE  
SUBMISSION RECIVED.

1X

6.3
ResponseS
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Program Summary & 
 OUtcomes Evaluation

Council sees the occurrence 
of a single, properly 
made submission a great 
success for the program 
and for community, due to 
a highly immersive, deep 
reaching, broad sweeping 
engagement process 
that has now clearly built 
consensus around how we 
must deal with flood from a 
planning perspective, if and 
when it happens.
Council was committed to a consultation 
process over and above statutory guidelines, 
that would work best for community 
participation to be meaningful and highly 
accessible for all, be it by visitng them in their  
own communities, or via the many and varied 
suite of ways in which to have a say.
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Program Summary & 
 OUtcomes Evaluation

It can be said the both community and council are 
collectively better informed, soon to be better 
prepared, courtesy of an updated and stronger 
Floodplain Management approach within the 
Planning Scheme.

Council is pleased that strong project interest and 
participation rates occurred, over comprehensive 
phases of consultation. With just one submission 
received via formal notification, the project 
team and council feel confident the community 
is strongly aware and united in agreement and 
acceptance of the changes proposed to the State 
Government. 

As a region that lives every day with the prospect of 
flood, our communities are ready for these changes 
to how we manage our responsiveness, recovery 
and resilience to the natural disasters that come 
with living in the highlands.  

Now, thanks to the collective efforts providing 
the insights, evidence, information and feedback 
needed, the region as a whole, and all who live 
within will take confidence from the changes to 
how we deal with flooding, if and when it happens, 
and that is a great outcome for all. 
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65 Egerton Street, Emerald QLD 4720  T. 1300 242 686

centralhighlands.qld.gov.au

PUBLIC NOTICE
Proposed Amendment (Floodplain Management) to the 
Central Highlands Regional Council Planning Scheme 2016

Notice is hereby given under the Planning Act 2016 and the Minister’s Rules and Guidelines (September 2020), that 
Central Highlands Regional Council is undertaking public consultation of a draft amendment (Floodplain Management) 
and amendment to a Planning scheme policy which form part of the existing Central Highlands Regional Council 
Planning Scheme. 

The purpose and general effect of the amendment is to more appropriately reflect the State interest – Natural 
hazards, risk and resilience which sits within the State Planning Policy 2017. The overall intent is to ensure that where 
possible we avoid land uses that increase the exposure of people and property to unacceptable flood risk. 
The amendment will replace the existing Flood Hazard Overlay Code, the existing Flood hazard overlay mapping, the 
existing planning scheme policy and the Temporary Local Planning Instrument (TLPI 01/2020) “Operational work 
within a flood hazard area”.

The daft amendment and revised planning scheme policy can be viewed on council’s eplanning platform 
(https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/), downloaded from www.chrc.qld.gov.au or inspected at council’s 
customer service or transaction centres at: 

• Emerald - corner of Egerton and Borilla Streets, Emerald (8:30am to 5:00pm)
• Blackwater - 10 Mackenzie Street, Blackwater (8:30am to 5:00pm)
• Capella - 4 Conran Street, Capella (8:30am to 5:00pm) 
• Duaringa - 12 William Street, Duaringa (8:30am to 5:00pm)
• Springsure - 29 Eclipse Street, Springsure (8:30am to 5:00pm)
• Rolleston Transaction Centre – 17 Warrijo Street Rolleston (9:00am to 4:30pm)
• Tieri Transaction Centre – (8:30am to 5:00pm)

Any person can make a properly made submission about any aspect of the amendment between 7 February 2022 and 
4 March 2022. 

A submission can be made: 

1. Online via council’s ePlan website https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/
2. By email to planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au 
3. By mail to The Chief Executive Officer Central Highlands Regional Council Po Box 21 Emerald, QLD 4720 
4. Hand written signed copy provided over the counter at one of council’s customer service centres. 

For a submission to be considered properly made, it must: 

• Be in writing and signed by each person who made the submission (including by electronic means); 
• Include the full name and residential or business address of each person making the submission; 
• State a postal or electronic address for council to provide a response to the submission; 
• State the grounds of the submission and the facts and circumstances relied on to support this position; 
• Be made to Central Highlands Regional Council; and 
• Be received by council on or before 4 March 2022. 

For further information in relation to the proposed Amendment for Floodplain Management please visit council's
Have Your Say page (https://haveyoursay.chrc.qld.gov.au/floodplain-management) or call 1300 242 686 and ask to 
speak with one of our town planners or send through your email to planningscheme@planning.org.au.





What is a flood? 
    
No two floods are the same and can vary depending 
on the quantity, duration and location of rain falling 
on our catchments. There are three main types of 
flooding experienced in here in the Central 
Highlands:

■ River flooding happens when widespread and  
 prolonged rain falls over a river catchment.

■ Creek flooding happens when intense rain falls  
 over a creek catchment causing the creek levels  
 to rise, which often occurs quickly with limited  
 warning.  
■ Overland flow happens as water travels over the  
 land during heavy rainfall events and generally  
 occurs over a short period of time.

What is a 1-in-100 year flood? 
    
There is no such flood as a ‘one hundred year 
flood’, despite it being a commonly used term. 
All floods are different. While we don’t know 
when or how the next flood will occur, we can 
estimate the likelihood (probability or chances) 
of a certain size flood at a given location during 
a given period of time. 

The use of the term Annual Exceedance 
Probability or AEP is now the preferred 
terminology. An 1% AEP Flood means that there 
is a 1% chance in any one year to see a flood of 
this size or greater.

What type of flood occurred in 2010/11?
    

Cyclone Tasha whilst a short-lived cyclone, caused 

devastating rainfall and flooding across ¾ of 

Queensland including Central Highlands throughout 

the end of 2010 and start of 2011.    

This rainfall filled the Fairbairn Dam to over 100% and in 

December 2010 the dam overflowed causing recorded 

major flooding with significant inundation to the town. 

Flooding peaked at a new record of 16.05 metres on 

December 31. Major flood level (15m) was exceeded 

from December 30 to January 2. 

What is the chance of experiencing a major 
flood once or more in a lifetime?

The chances of experiencing different sized 
flood events in a given period of time can be 
estimated mathematically. If you lived for 70 
years in a location that had a 1% chance of 
flooding in any one year, then there would 
actually be a 50% chance of you experiencing 
at least one flood during that 70 year period.  

For our communities major floods have been 
experienced across our various communities 
from the big flood in 1950 to the more recent 
floods in the Gemfields in March 2021. 

Frequently asked questions 
about f looding 

                    Flooding defined and regional impacts.
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Have your say    

Have you used the Flood Portal or ePlan online 
to find out more about your own property?

The Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment is proudly 

associated with

This information sheet has been prepared to share 
information relating to the Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment for Floodplain Management. The 
amendment is open for public comment from 
7 February through to 4 March 2022.

You can view the amendment by visiting our eplan -  
https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/ 
or alternatively by accessing the Statutory Documents 
on our Have Your Say website - 
haveyoursay.chrc.qld.gov.au/floodplain-management. 
You can make a submission through our eplan or via 
email planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au. 
 
If you have any questions throughout the notification 
period please phone 1300 242 686 and ask to speak 
with our Town Planners.

Residents can now access flood data and information 
anytime, via council’s Flood Portal. Visit the flood 
portal, and start searching your property via this link 

https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/flood/

What does ‘AEP’ mean?
    
Average Exceedance Probability (AEP) is used 

to explain the chance of a flood of a given size 

(or larger) occurring in any one year, usually 

expressed as a percentage. For example, the 

Bureau of Meteorology explains that there is a 

1% chance that the defined flood event would 

occur or be exceeded in any one year. In 

2010/11 the town of Roma experienced three 

1% flood events in the space of five months. 

What was the size of the flood 
experienced in 2008 and in 2010/11?
    

The 2010/11 is the record for a number of the 

region’s communities and is considered to be 

a 0.5% flood (or the equivalent of around a 1 in 

200 year event).  The previous flood in 2008 

was also considered to be of significance by 

many residents across regional communities.   

The region however has experienced major 

floods in other years, each with individual and 

varying impacts on those who live and work 

here.  The impact of rainfall on our 

communities is very much dependent on how 

much rain, over what time period and where it 

falls. The more recent flood on 2021 in the 

Gemfields was a flash flood event that saw 

Retreat Creek rise to a major peak after 

216mm of rainfall fell into the small 

catchment affecting the communities of 

Rubyvale and Sapphire.    

Frequently asked questions 
about f looding 

                    Flooding defined and regional impacts.
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What is the Planning Scheme Amendment   
for Floodplain Management? 
    
Flooding and other natural hazards are a part of life in the 
Central Highlands, with each event affecting our diverse, 
and unique communities within in many, varied ways.

Managing our floodplains and reducing risk to people 
and property is a key focus for council. One way to 
manage our potential risk is to look at how we manage 
new development, where this can occur and how. To 
support this council is undertaking an amendment to the 
existing Planning Scheme. The intent of the amendment 
is to ensure that where possible we avoid land uses that 
increase the exposure of people and property to 
unacceptable flood risk.  The amendment uses recent 
flood studies to update flood risk maps and also review 
development controls (such as minimum floor heights) 
for new development.

Can I have a say on the amendment? 
    
Every member of the community from residents to 

business owners are invited to have their say on 

these proposed amendments.

   

In May 2021, council as part of the Our Region. Our 

Resilience program, engaged in early, immersive, 

pro-active engagement at individualised, 

community levels across the region of the relevant 

flood data. This engagement process shaped the 

drafting of the amendment which is now on formal 

notification. 

As per the Minister’s Guidelines and Rules the public 

notification of the amendment is to be minimum of 

20 business days and we are consulting from 

7 February through to 4 March 2022. 

Is there a current Planning Scheme?
    
Yes. The current Planning scheme which commenced in 
2016 already maps our potential flood hazard areas and 
identifies development controls. Amendments are 
required from time to time to keep a Planning Scheme up 
to date and effective. Council recognises that the scheme 
is a living document and amendments allow us to update 
our scheme to take into account the most recent and 
accurate information like new or updated flood studies. 

Throughout 2020 and the early half of 2021 council 
engaged hydraulic engineers to provide a more up to 
date flood model for key at-risk communities of Bluff, 
Emerald and Sapphire. This data together with all of the 
endorsed flood studies across the region has been used 
to update the Flood hazard overlay mapping. Further 
council has reviewed the development controls that sit 
within the planning scheme to ensure the best 
management of development to first avoid areas where 
the risk is too great  and secondly where the risk can not 
be avoided to manage the risk through the setting of floor 
heights and use of resilient materials. 

What is the amendment process?

Changes to a Planning Scheme are called 
amendments and can be minor or major in nature.  
An amendment may involve a change to a planning 
scheme map (for example: a change to an overlay), a 
change to the written part of the scheme, or both. 
Amending a planning scheme is a statutory process 
that follows the Minister’s rules and guidelines which 
are set by the State government.

This amendment to the Planning Scheme is 
considered to be a major as a number of substantial 
changes have been made to the Flood hazard 
overlay mapping and associated development 
controls. A major amendment follows a number of 
steps that includes state interest reviews as well as 
formal community consultation.  Ultimately the State 
Minister will advise council post the formal 
consultation as to whether the amendment can be 
adopted and take effect. 

The draft planning scheme 
amendment for f loodplain 

management
Improved land-use planning for more prepared, responsive and resilient communities. 
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What is formal Notification? 
    
Formal notification of the Draft Planning 

Scheme Amendment for Floodplain 

Management is part of a statutory process 

which is outlined in the Minister’s Rules and 

Guidelines. Notification will run from 1 February 

through to 28 February 2022. This is the formal 

period for anyone to provide feedback by way 

of submission on the proposed amendment.  

How can I make a submission?
    
You can have your say by making a submission 

which is a feedback statement about your views 

towards the amendment and what is proposed. 

The proposed amendment is available to view 

online where you can see what is proposed to 

change (like a tracked change version) and you 

can make a submission directly online. Whilst 

the direct online approach is preferred method 

for submission, other avenues will also be 

available including emails or over the counter.  

All submissions are required to be reviewed, 

considered and responded to by council and 

will help inform any final changes that should 

be made before it is progressed back to the 

Minister for approval to adopt.     

Have your say    

Have you used the Flood Portal or ePlan online 
to find out more about your own property?

The Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment is proudly 

associated with

Improved land-use planning for more prepared, responsive and resilient communities. 

The draft planning scheme 
amendment for f loodplain 

management

This information sheet has been prepared to share 
information relating to the Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment for Floodplain Management. The 
amendment is open for public comment from 
7 February through to 4 March 2022.

You can view the amendment by visiting our eplan -  
https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/ 
or alternatively by accessing the Statutory Documents 
on our Have Your Say website - 
haveyoursay.chrc.qld.gov.au/floodplain-management. 
You can make a submission through our eplan or via 
email planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au. 
 
If you have any questions throughout the notification 
period please phone 1300 242 686 and ask to speak 
with our Town Planners.

Residents can now access flood data and information 
anytime, via council’s Flood Portal. Visit the flood 
portal, and start searching your property via this link 

https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/flood/
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I want to build a house or extend my house 
    
As long as you are not within the Very High Flood 
Risk Category you can build a new dwelling house 
or extend an existing dwelling. In the Very High 
areas the risk is too great to people and property. 

If you are in High or Medium category you will need 
to lodge a development application with council 
prior to seeking a building approval.  

If however you are in the Low Risk or Balance Flood 
Category you will be able to progress straight to 
building approval as long as your new dwelling or 
your extension meets the required floor levels being 
the Defined Flood Event + 300mm of freeboard for 
Low Risk Category or 300mm above ground level in 
Balance area.  In both cases no filling is allowed as 
this could cause flooding impacts on adjoining 
properties. 

I want to build / extend my industry shed 
    
You can build an extension to your existing 
industry shed in all categories of the flood risk 
overlay map, except the Very High Flood Risk 
Category. You may not need an application within 
the Low Risk Flood Category if you can meet the 
required floor levels. When extending your 
industry shed, you are encouraged to locate the 
new building works above the Defined Flood 
Event level.

I want to do earthworks 
(build a dam, filling and excavation) 

Inside Emerald

Flood investigations have determined additional 
filling within Emerald may significantly worsen 
flood risks throughout the town. Therefore, filling 
is only permitted in the Low Flood Risk Category 
where your own independent flood investigations 
demonstrate new proposed filling will not worsen 
flood impacts on adjoining properties. Building a 
dam and excavating is not considered a specific 
flood risk. Depending on the volumes being 
excavated an operational works application may 
apply.   

Outside Emerald

- In the Rural Zone

There are no changes to the earthworks 
requirements as they currently exist in the 
planning scheme. At present the scheme allows 
for up to 500m³ of earthworks to occur without 
needing a planning permit. 

- In all other zones

Filling is not permitted to occur in the Very High 
Flood Risk Category and High Flood Risk 
Category. Filling may occur in the Medium Flood 
Risk Category and Low Flood Risk Category where 
flood impacts are not worsened on neighbours 
and will be subject to a development application. 

How the draft planning 
scheme amendment for f loodplain 

management will af f ect me
The proposed planning scheme amendments will only apply if you are proposing new development.
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Have your say    

Have you used the Flood Portal or ePlan online 
to find out more about your own property?

The Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment is proudly 

associated with

This information sheet has been prepared to share 
information relating to the Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment for Floodplain Management. The 
amendment is open for public comment from 
7 February through to 4 March 2022.

You can view the amendment by visiting our eplan -  
https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/ 
or alternatively by accessing the Statutory Documents 
on our Have Your Say website - 
haveyoursay.chrc.qld.gov.au/floodplain-management. 
You can make a submission through our eplan or via 
email planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au. 
 
If you have any questions throughout the notification 
period please phone 1300 242 686 and ask to speak 
with our Town Planners.

Residents can now access flood data and information 
anytime, via council’s Flood Portal. Visit the flood 
portal, and start searching your property via this link 

https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/flood/

I want to subdivide
    
A development application will be needed to 
subdivide land where it is identified in a flood 
risk category on the overlay map.  If however 
you are proposing a boundary realignment (no 
new lots are created) this can be applied for in 
all flood risk categories. Creating new lots is 
only anticipated to be allowed in the Balance, 
Low or Medium Flood Risk Categories.  

Activities anticipated in the flood risk 
categories

The proposed planning scheme amendments will only apply if you are proposing new development.

How the draft planning 
scheme amendment for f loodplain 

management will af f ect me
The proposed planning scheme amendments will only apply if you are proposing new development.

Proposed use

New dwelling/
Extension 

Extension to
Industry use 

New shop/
retail premises 

Subdivision for 
new residential 
lots 

Aged care/
child care

Balance Low Medium High

with an
application

Very high

with an
application

with an
application

Subject 
to the 
zone

Subject 
to the 
zone

Subject 
to the 
zone

Subject 
to the 
zone

with an
application

with an
application

with an
application

with an
application

with an
application

with an
application
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What is the Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment?
    
Flooding and other natural hazards are a part of life in 
the Central Highlands, with each event affecting our 
diverse, and unique communities within in many, 
varied ways.

Managing our floodplains and reducing risk to people 
and property is a key focus for council. One way to 
manage our potential risk is to look at how we manage 
new development, where this can occur and how. To 
support this council is undertaking an amendment to 
the existing Planning Scheme. The intent of the 
amendment is to ensure that where possible we avoid 
land uses that increase the exposure of people and 
property to unacceptable flood risk.  

The amendment uses recent flood studies to update 
flood risk maps and also review development controls 
(such as minimum floor heights) for new development.

How will council be collecting and reporting 
on the feedback received from community 
and key stakeholders for the amendment?  
    

Submissions will be collated through the online 

system and themed according to their responses.  

Submission report will be produced including a 

summary of the matters by theme and enable 

officers and the council to understand any issues 

that have been brought up during the consultation 

process and require consideration.   

The Submission report will be made available at the 

time the final amendment is issued back to the 

Minister for approval to adopt.  As required under 

the Ministers Guidelines and Rules a response to 

each properly made submission will be developed 

and issued. The response will outline the matter 

raised in the submission, how council has reviewed 

that matter and whether any change has resulted 

from the matter and the reason and justification for 

doing so. 

What is the formal submission process and 
what does it entail when providing feedback 
on the amendment?     

When proposing an amendment to a planning 
scheme, the council is required to undertake 
formal consultation for at least 20 business days 
which for this amendment will be from 7 February 
through to 4 March 2022. Council will use a specific 
consultation tool which is attached to our online 
ePlan to display the amendments (in a tracked 
change view) and enable submissions to be 
lodged on the proposed amendments via the 
online scheme. Emailed / written submissions can 
also be received. 
  
During the 20 days of notification, any person can 
lodge a formal submission. Submissions must 
include your name, address and your specific 
feedback on the amendment.  

How will council be communicating with 
community about the proposed 
amendments? 

Communications on the proposed amendments 

will include the minimum requirements such as a 

public notice advising of the amendments in a 

local paper, display a copy of the amendments in 

each of the council offices, and available on the 

council website. 

In addition, council intends to undertake a range 

of engagement activities that go above and 

beyond the requirements to ensure that the 

broader community understand the amendment 

and have variety of opportunities to have their say. 

How to make a 
formal submission 

A guide to making a formal submissions for the Draft Planning Scheme Amendment for Floodplain Management.
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Have your say    

Have you used the Flood Portal or ePlan online 
to find out more about your own property?

The Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment is proudly 

associated with

This information sheet has been prepared to share 
information relating to the Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment for Floodplain Management. The 
amendment is open for public comment from 
7 February through to 4 March 2022.

You can view the amendment by visiting our eplan -  
https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/ 
or alternatively by accessing the Statutory Documents 
on our Have Your Say website - 
haveyoursay.chrc.qld.gov.au/floodplain-management. 
You can make a submission through our eplan or via 
email planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au. 
 
If you have any questions throughout the notification 
period please phone 1300 242 686 and ask to speak 
with our Town Planners.

Residents can now access flood data and information 
anytime, via council’s Flood Portal. Visit the flood 
portal, and start searching your property via this link 

https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/flood/

What are council’s negotiables and 
non-negotiables when considering 
community feedback on the proposed 
Draft Planning Scheme Amendment for 
Floodplain Management? 
    

As required the purpose of this amendment is 

to amend the flood hazard overlay and 

associated controls. In this regard 

submissions should remain on topic and 

specific to the proposed amendments.  

Other comments not related to the floodplain 

amendment would not be considered 

properly made. However, council may 

consider that although out of scope that 

would be reviewed as part of other bodies of 

work. For instance, a matter regarding a 

zoning change will not be relevant to this 

amendment however might be a matter that 

does require further consideration.  

The submitter will still receive a response 

noting the matter is not relevant to the 

consultation undertaken, however considered 

and acknowledged. 

How to make a 
formal submission 

A guide to making a formal submissions for the Draft Planning Scheme Amendment for Floodplain Management.
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Finding f lood information 
about my property

       How to use council’s online tools to find out information about your property. 

How can I find out whether my property is affected?  
    
Council has an online interactive planning scheme and 
flood viewer that can provide you with comprehensive, 
immediate information about your property, accessible 
anytime on council’s website.  
Visit - https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/
Alternatively, you can contact council via phone or email to 
request a more detailed Flood Information Search for your 
property – please note that a fee will apply.  

This information can be used by you for a range of 
purposes and to inform improved preparedness, 
responsiveness and resilience if and when flooding might 
affect your property.

My house isn’t identified in the maps. Does 
that mean I am not at risk of flooding?

The modelling and associated mapping provides an 
indication of flooding from river, creek or stormwater 
flows during various modelled rainfall events across 
a number of locations in the region. Some of the 
studies are also based on actual historic events. It is 
possible that flooding may affect an area of the 
region not currently indicated as being a risk. 
However flooding in these areas is less likely and 
considered a much lower risk.

Nevertheless, even if your property is not directly 
affected by flooding, it is beneficial for you to 
understand the flooding impacts on your town or 
surroundings. Having this broader understanding of 
potential flood behaviour is important as it allows 
you to take appropriate precautions to protect 
yourself, loved ones and property. For example, you 
should gain an understanding of access issues and if 
your property becomes isolated (not necessarily 
flooded), that you are able to evacuate safely.

I’ve never experienced flooding before so 
why has my property been identified?
    
Although you may have never been flooded before, 

there is no guarantee it won't happen in the future. 

The flood studies show a range of scenarios and 

therefore provide an estimate of areas that may be 

affected during different types of flood events. 

Across a number of years, council has been 

undertaking and updating studies to better 

understand rainfall patterns and topography so we 

can better predict where water may flow. 

How can flooding affect my property?
    
Current data and studies shows that flood 
behaviour in the region can be complex and vary 
between locations, depending on topography, 
infrastructure and rainfall pattern.  The impact of a 
flood will vary on where the rain falls, how much 
rain falls and its duration. There is typical three 
different types of flooding:-  

■ River flooding happens when widespread and  
 prolonged rain falls over a river catchment.

■ Creek flooding happens when intense rain falls  
 over a creek catchment causing the creek levels  
 to rise, which often occurs quickly with limited  
 warning.  
■ Overland flow happens as water travels over the  
 land during heavy rainfall events and generally  
 occurs over a short period of time.

These types of flooding can occur separately or 
together and therefore have varying impacts on 
properties. Your property may be subject to one or 
a combination of flooding types.
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Have your say    

Have you used the Flood Portal or ePlan online 
to find out more about your own property?

The Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment is proudly 

associated with

This information sheet has been prepared to share 
information relating to the Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment for Floodplain Management. The 
amendment is open for public comment from 
7 February through to 4 March 2022.

You can view the amendment by visiting our eplan -  
https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/ 
or alternatively by accessing the Statutory Documents 
on our Have Your Say website - 
haveyoursay.chrc.qld.gov.au/floodplain-management. 
You can make a submission through our eplan or via 
email planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au. 
 
If you have any questions throughout the notification 
period please phone 1300 242 686 and ask to speak 
with our Town Planners.

Residents can now access flood data and information 
anytime, via council’s Flood Portal. Visit the flood 
portal, and start searching your property via this link 

https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/flood/

Will these maps affect me from developing 
my property? 
    
The maps are used to inform council’s land use 
planning response. Some new development 
may be affected by the mapping and certain 
development controls may apply. The purpose 
of the maps is to better understand the flood 
risk on various properties and determine what 
type of development is appropriate and how it 
can occur. For instance, a child care centre 
would not be a land use we would promote or 
allow in a Very High/High risk area – the risk is 
just too great. 

However, in other circumstances the extension 
of an existing business or a dwelling house may 
be approved subject to specific development 
controls such as minimum floor levels or use of 
flood resilient buildings. 

How will this affect my insurance?
    
Council encourages residents to contact their 
insurance agencies direct to better understand 
how this new information might affect their 
premiums and coverage levels. Other factors 
such as the design of your home, such as 
high-set, is also important information for your 
insurances. 

Finding f lood information 
about my property

       How to use council’s online tools to find out information about your property. 
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What is a flood study and flood mapping?
    
A flood study is a technical investigation of flood 
behaviour for a particular catchment, river or creek. 
The aims of a flood study are to define existing flood 
behaviour, including depths, extents and velocities. 
This information helps to inform how and where we 
build, (land use planning, community awareness and 
improved disaster management), with the aim of 
minimising risk and protecting people, property and 
infrastructure.

A flood map visually shows the flood behaviour of a 
certain historic event or a range of flood scenarios. 
A flood study will usually produce a number of different 
maps for each flood scenario or simulation of a past 
event that show (at least) the following:

■ Flood extent (how far the water spreads);

■ An indication of flood depth (how deep the water is
 across the flooded area);

■ An indication of flood velocity (how fast and which
 direction the water is travelling); and

■ Flood hazard (low, medium, high and extreme areas  
 of hazard based on factors including velocity of the  
 water and whether this poses a threat).

The extent, depth, velocity and hazard maps provide a 
good visual basis for understanding the potential 
flooding that may affect your property.

What is the difference between an Urban 
Model and a Regional Model?

Given the vast area that Central Highlands Region 

covers different types of flood studies are used. An 

urban model is used for a defined area that covers a 

community such as Bluff, Sapphire or Emerald.  

These urban models are very accurate and used 

high resolution survey data.  

A regional model typically captures a more extensive 

area and generally follows a whole creek or river 

system such as the Theresa / Retreat Creeks or 

Upper Comet. Where there is an overlap between an 

Urban Model and a Regional Model the Urban Model 

takes precedence as it is more accurate. All of these 

models look at levels, depths, velocities and hazards 

under existing catchment conditions for a range of 

design rainfall events, from small frequent events to 

large and rare rainfall events.

Do the studies factor in climate change?
    
Yes. Climate change impacts, such as increased rain 

intensity, have been included in the flood scenarios 

prepared in the flood studies. Council recognises 

that the climate is changing and, based on good 

engineering practice, it is important the flood 

scenarios investigate possible climate change 

impacts for creek and river flooding. 

What does AEP mean?
    
Average Exceedance Probability (AEP) is used to 

explain the chance of a flood of a given size (or 

larger) occurring in any one year, usually 

expressed as a percentage. For example, the 

Bureau of Meteorology explains that there is a 1% 

chance that the defined flood event would occur 

or be exceeded in any one year. In 2010/11 the 

town of Roma experienced three 1% flood events 

in the space of five months. 

Where have flood studies been completed 
across Central Highlands Region? 
    
Since the major flood of 2010/11 Council has continued  
to update the flood studies across our region.  
Comprehensive studies have now been completed  
across the region and for all our at-risk communities.  

There is a layer on council’s Flood Portal (called flood 
student extent) that shows where all of the studies have 
been completed. You can access this information and other 
flood information here - www.eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/flood/

         Information to explain flood maps, flood studies, and how they are used.

Flood Maps and Studies
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Have your say    

Have you used the Flood Portal or ePlan online 
to find out more about your own property?

The Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment is proudly 

associated with

This information sheet has been prepared to share 
information relating to the Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment for Floodplain Management. The 
amendment is open for public comment from 
7 February through to 4 March 2022.

You can view the amendment by visiting our eplan -  
https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/ 
or alternatively by accessing the Statutory Documents 
on our Have Your Say website - 
haveyoursay.chrc.qld.gov.au/floodplain-management. 
You can make a submission through our eplan or via 
email planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au. 
 
If you have any questions throughout the notification 
period please phone 1300 242 686 and ask to speak 
with our Town Planners.

Residents can now access flood data and information 
anytime, via council’s Flood Portal. Visit the flood 
portal, and start searching your property via this link 

https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/flood/

What is shown on the maps?
    
The flood event displayed on these maps is the 

1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) flood 

event with climate change. It is the Defined Flood 

Event (DFE) adopted by council for use in the 

planning scheme and in setting flood levels.   

Other flood events have also been modelled as 

part of studies ranging from more frequent events 

such as the 20% AEP flood through to a 0.1% AEP.   

What is the Defined Flood Event?
    
The flood event magnitude/size selected for the 

management of flood hazard as determined in 

floodplain management studies and incorporated 

into floodplain management plans and 

development assessment codes. For CHRC the 

adopted DFE is the 1% AEP + climate change. 

These are the maps that are available on council’s 

flood portal - https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/flood/  

I have some information of flood history 
that may be valuable to Council. 
What should I do? 
   
Council welcomes any information that helps 

build our knowledge of flood history and flood 

behaviour in the region. If you have verifiable 

information such as photos, records, maps or 

flood level/marks, you are encouraged to email 

this information through to flood@chrc.qld.gov.au 

or take them into one of our customer service 

centres. Stories of flood levels need to be 

supported by photos or flood levels/marks in 

order to be used to validate the existing flood 

studies.

         Information to explain flood maps, flood studies, and how they are used.

Flood Maps and Studies
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How the flood risk profile has changed 
    
Within the existing planning scheme, the adopted flood 
risk profile was derived from the Queensland 
Reconstruction Authority Floodplain Guidelines. There 
are four categories including Extreme, High, Significant 
and Low. These hazard categories are based on how 
deep the water is and how fast the water is going.  

Flood risk profile in the 
proposed draft planning 

scheme amendment
Managing development in floodplains is updated over time, so we are adapting also.

For the purpose of the planning scheme, 

the council has taken the six hazard 

categories and created four flood risk 

categories.  A fifth category is known as 

Balance which is the extent of the 

floodplain where no urban or regional 

model has been completed.  The flood 

risk categories proposed for the flood 

hazard overlay map are as follows:

—  H1 & H2 = Low Risk

—  H3 = Medium Risk

—  H4 = High Risk

—  H5 & H6 = Very High Risk

—  Balance (extent of the floodplain)

Within the current planning scheme the flood risk 
appears on the flood hazard overlay like the following:- 

A more contemporary flood risk profile is 

now commonly used which is sourced 

from the Australian Disaster Resilience 

Handbook Collection - Technical flood 

risk management guidance – flood 

hazard.  This new best practice takes the 

previous four categories and now 

includes six categories (H1-H6). 
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The categories appear as 
follows on the mapping:-   

The slight change to the flood risk profile results 
in the mapping that looks slightly different:  

This information sheet has been prepared to share 

information relating to the Draft Planning Scheme 

Amendment for Floodplain Management. The 

amendment is open for public comment from 

7 February through to 4 March 2022.

You can view the amendment by visiting our eplan 

-  https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/ 

or alternatively by accessing the Statutory 

Documents on our Have Your Say website - 

haveyoursay.chrc.qld.gov.au/floodplain-managem

ent. You can make a submission through our eplan 

or via email planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au. 

 
If you have any questions throughout the 

notification period please phone 1300 242 686 and 

ask to speak with our Town Planners.

Residents can now access flood data 

and information anytime, via council’s 

Flood Portal. Visit the flood portal, and 

start searching your property via this link 

https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/flood/

Have your say    

Have you used the Flood Portal or 
ePlan online to find out more 
about your own property?

The Draft Planning Scheme 
Amendment is proudly 

associated with



PLEASE
JOIN US!     

the Draft Planning Scheme Amendment – Floodplain Management. 
Open for community comment 7 February through to 4 MARCH 2022.

     

Have your say!

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS REGIONAL COUNCIL

Building stronger communities together.

Our Region. 
Our Resilience.

SCAN ME TO FIND OUT 
MORE OR HAVE YOUR SAY



CENTRAL HIGHLANDS REGIONAL COUNCIL

Our Region. 
Our Resilience.

Managing our floodplains and reducing risk to people and property is a key focus for council. One 

way to manage our potential risk is to look at how we manage new development, where this can 

occur and how. To support this, council is undertaking an amendment to the existing Planning 

Scheme. The intent of the amendment is to ensure that where possible, we avoid land uses that 

increase the exposure of people and property to unacceptable flood risk.  The amendment uses 

recent flood studies to update flood risk maps and also review development controls (such as 

minimum floor heights) for new development.

WHAT IS THE PLANNING SCHEME ADMENDMENT FOR 
FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT?

SUBMIT AN ONLINE 
RESPONSE today

You can email your submission to planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au – please include 
your name, address, contact details and your comments on the amendments.

Submissions must be made to council during the formal notification period 7 February 
2022 – 4 March 2022.



come and meet 
our town planners

Tuesday 22 February 

Springsure (9 am til 12 pm)

Springsure Chambers, 29 Eclipse Street.  

Rolleston (2:30 pm til 6 pm)

Supper Room, Planet Street (next to the Library)

 

Wednesday 23 February

Duaringa (10:30 am til 1 pm) 

Duaringa Old Library, Elizabeth Street  (behind council office)

Bluff (3 pm til 5 pm)

Lions Hall, 12 Church Street

 

Thursday 24 February 

Capella (10 am til 1 pm)

Boardroom, CHRC Capella Office, 4 Conran Steet

Emerald (3:30 pm til 7 pm)

Gallery Meeting Room, CHRC Emerald Office, 65 Egerton Street 

You are encouraged to book in for a session by emailing

planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au or by phoning 1300 242 686 and

speaking with the Duty Planner. Alternatively, we are happy for walk-ins

during the nominated time.



Central Highlands Regional Council’s  
Floodplain Management 

OVERVIEW FOR PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF THE PLANNING 
SCHEME AMENDMENT – FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT  

FEBRUARY 2022 



Purpose
Provide an overview to any member of the public on 
Central Highlands Regional Council’s Floodplain 
Management journey and specifically to make 
available information regarding the proposed 
amendment to the planning scheme which is 
currently on formal public notification from                 
7 February to 4 March 2022. 



Message from the Mayor 

“For many of us who have grown up in the Central Highlands we know that dealing 
with natural hazards is part of life. From droughts to bushfires and of course floods 
we have and know that they will continue to test our strength and resilience. 
Flooding affects everybody in the region in some way, and each of our communities 
flood scenarios are different. Many of our communities live on floodplains, so we 
must ensure, where possible, new development does not further the risk of flooding 
or its impact. This amendment is in the best interests of all our communities, so I 
urge you to give any feedback you may have so that we can continue to build our 
resilience to potential future floods.”

Cr Kerry Hayes 



Message from the Manager 

“Since the major flood of 2010/11 our council has committed to improving our policy 
response to potential flood risk. Our continued investment in updating our flood models 
and new flood gauges means that our planning scheme is based on the most accurate 
and best available information possible. We aim to ensure that our planning scheme sets 
clear yet pragmatic development controls around where new development can occur to 
ensure that where possible we are avoiding increased risk to people and property. This 
amendment updates our current mapping and controls to take a more risk-based 
approach to development and future land use. We have invested in new tools such as our 
Flood Portal and e-Planning Scheme to make it easier for both our community and 
business to understand the potential flood impact and to access all planning related 
information. Our team welcomes feedback on this amendment and we would encourage 
you to have your say.”

Kirstin Byrne, Manager Planning and Environment 



Presentation 
overview  

• History and context

• Our flood information

• Our proposed amendment 

• Have your say



History and context 



CHRC Summary Overview  

• Floodplain Management is not new to Central Highlands Regional Council 

(CHRC). Much work has been done over the years to manage the floodplain and 

reduce the risk to people and property.  

• The events of 2010/11 coupled with changes in policy from a State level meant 

further work was required to improve the availability of flood data, the quality 

of data and the responses to manage the risk in identified hazard areas.

• CHRC was the first Council in Qld to adopt updated flood mapping in 

December 2011 and localised studies have continued to be updated since this 

time. 

• CHRC have implemented a range of policy responses; from amendments to 

the former three schemes, new provisions within the 2016 scheme and two 

Temporary Local Planning Instruments (TLPIs) to regulate development.   

• In mid 2019 the Council resolved to undertake a Major Scheme Amendment 

to change the approach to managing development within the floodplain with 

updated flood hazard mapping, new hazard categories, new scheme provisions 

including changes to levels of assessment and new code provisions.    



Historical context – the timeline 

CHRC Floodplain 
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New Single State Planning 

Policy introduced 

SPP Natural Hazards Risk and 

Resilience Guideline 

Fit-for-Purpose Approach

July 2017  

CHRC Planning 

Scheme adopted 

Feb 2016 and 

commenced March 

2016 included Flood 

Hazard Overlay and 

DFE as per 2014 

Floodplain 

Management Study 

Qld Flood Commission 

Interim Report 

August 2011

TLPI 01/2018 

(Operational 

Work

within a 

flood hazard 

area) –

effective 31 

March 2018 

CHRC Resolves to prepare 

major amendment – flood 

hazard  

July 2019 

Sent to first State Interest 

September 2019 

Response from State 

November 2019 

Minor amendment to existing 

Planning Schemes to ensure 

minimum levels are achieved 

levels based on the

2010/2011 events  

TLPI 

01/2020 

(Operational 

Work

within a 

flood hazard 

area) –

effective 15 

May, 2020

Temporary State Planning 

Policy 2/11 –

Planning for stronger, more 

resilient floodplains

14 November 2011

Qld Flood Commission 

Final Report 

March 2012 

Gemfields 

Flash 

Flood 

Event  

March 

2021  

Springsure 

Flood –

March 2018 
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including 
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model 2021 

Round 1 –

community 

consultation 

May-June 

2021 

Revised 

draft 

amendment 

issued to 

State SEPT 

2021 

Now –

Formal 

Notification 

on Draft 

Amendment 



Actions taken since 2019

Several significant actions have been undertaken since the first draft of the amendment was issued to the

State in September 2019. This has included:-

➢ An updated flood model for the community of Emerald. This updated model is more accurate

and reflects mitigation measures such as the new culverts under the Railway and the dredging on

the Nogoa River. This was endorsed by council in April 2021.

➢Updated flood models have also been undertaken for the communities of Bluff and Sapphire.

➢Undertook engagement in the form of a Regional Roadshow to build awareness around Flood

Risk and understanding as part of the lead up to the formal amendment notification process.

➢ Launched a new campaign Our Region. Our Resilience spearheaded by the Round 1 Regional

Roadshow for the Draft Scheme Amendment.

➢Developed and released to the public a new online Flood Portal enabling community members

to understand how flooding may affect their property with access 24/7.

➢ Extensive briefings with Councillors on understanding flood risk, our flood studies and land use

policy responses.

➢Detailed review of our development assessment triggers and files over the past three years.

➢Revised approach for the planning scheme adopting risk categories of low, medium, high and

very high to better reflect the State interest and reflect the Qld Commission of Inquiry

recommendations.



Our Flood information 



Tailoring our flood studies 

Improving flood data, investigating flood 

behaviour and ensuring the most up to date 

information is publicly available is best practice 

especially in more urban areas. 

A flood study is a comprehensive technical 

investigation of flooding behaviour that defines the 

extent, depth and velocity of floodwaters for floods of 

various magnitudes. 

A comprehensive study is not required region-wide 

and hence the Fit-for-purpose flood mapping 

approach is widely recognised and the approach 

adopted by CHRC. 

CHRC has and remains committed to a program to ensure 

our flood studies are fit-for-purpose across the region. 



Building our evidence base 

CHRC is covered by both Urban Flood 

Models and Regional Flood Models.

Urban Models are more accurate and take 

precedent over the regional models.  

More recent models have been completed for 

the communities of Emerald, Sapphire and 

Bluff and these outputs have informed more 

up to date to mapping.   

Emerald represents nearly 50% of the 

region’s population.  This is why the model 

has continued to be updated and refined. 

CHRC have delivered and remained 

committed to an ongoing program to ensure 

a tailored and fit for purpose approach to 

flood studies and coverage for the region.  



OUR REGIONAL 

MODEL EXTENTS 



OUR URBAN 

MODEL EXTENTS 



Our flood studies 

LOCATION FLOOD STUDY/MODEL REFERENCE 
URBAN MODEL 

EMERALD EMERALD FLOOD MODEL 2021 (CARDNO)
CAPELLA CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014

BLUFF
CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014

Bluff Township Flood Mitigation Options Analysis Study 30 June 2021 (CARDNO)
BLACKWATER CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014

ARCADIA VALLEY Arcadia Valley School Report 2018
BAUHINIA N.A

DINGO CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014

ROLLESTON 

CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014 (Base for the hazard Mapping)
Rolleston Township Flood Mitigation Options Study 2017 (more recent study but not used for hazard mapping)

DUARINGA CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014
COMET CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014

SAPPHIRE Sapphire Flood Modelling Update 2020
RUBYVALE CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014

TIERI CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014
SPRINGSURE CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014

REGIONAL MODEL 
COMET REGIONAL MODEL (ROLLESTON TO COMET) CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014

UPPER NOGOA REGIONAL MODEL Nogoa River Flood Frequency Analysis and ARR16 update 2019
THERESA RETREAT CREEKS REGIONAL MODEL CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014

MACKENZIE DAWSON REGIONAL MODEL CHRC Floodplain Management Study 2014

MEDWAY REGIONAL MODEL Central Highlands Flood Plain Management Plan: Regional Models - Flood Modelling Update Report 2018

UPPER MACKENZIE REGIONAL MODEL Central Highlands Flood Plain Management Plan: Regional Models - Flood Modelling Update Report 2018

UPPER COMET REGIONAL MODEL Central Highlands Flood Plain Management Plan: Regional Models - Flood Modelling Update Report 2018

BORILLA REGIONAL MODEL Central Highlands Flood Plain Management Plan: Regional Models - Flood Modelling Update Report 2018



Emerald – Detailed Flood Model 

2013 Original 

Model 

Development 

• Calibrated to 

2008 and 2010 

recorded flood 

water depth

• 30m grid with 

10m grid for 

the township 

• Tuflow classic 

used 

2016 Extended 

Model 

• Updated to 

include additional 

culverts at 

Capricorn Hwy 

Road Bridge 

• Most recent 

LiDAR 

• 30M grid with 

10m nested grid 

2016 Updated  

Model 

• Moved to new 

Tuflow HPC 

platform with 5m 

grid 

• 2008 and 2010 

calibration rerun 

and adjustments 

made 

2018 Updated  

Model

• Model updated to 

include most 

recent LiDAR 

capture and 

parameter set 

changes 

• Model used for 

DA purposes 

2021 Updated  Model

• Completed in March

2021. 

• Updated to include 

mitigation measures 

completed – culverts and 

calibration for accuracy. 

• The extent was also 

widened to the weir to 

capture areas which are 

becoming more urban,  

• Model adopted and 

endorsed by Council in 

2021. 

This has been used 

to inform the current 

Flood Hazard Overlay 

map in the planning 

scheme 

This model has been used for 

the draft amendment, in the 

CHRC Flood Portal and for 

Development Assessment 

purposes. 



2013 Model 2018 Model

DCDB 1/12/2017  

2021 Model

DCDB 8/4/2021 

THIS EVOLUTION OF FLOOD MODELS IS DEMONSTRATED BELOW 

CONFIRMING THE NEED TO CONTINUE TO UPDATE AND 

REFINE OUR URBAN MODELS. 
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FLOOD GAUGES  

In 2008 council had 5 

gauges across the 

network.   We now 

have 97. 

COUNCIL HAS MADE 

SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT IN 

OUR FLOOD GAUGE NETWORK 

ACROSS THE REGION. THIS 

NETWORK IS USED ACROSS A 

RANGE OF COUNCIL 

DEPARTMENTS FROM 

DISASTER MANAGEMENT 

THROUGH TO UPDATING OUR 

FLOOD MODELS WHICH 

INPUTS INTO OUR LAND USE 

PLANNING.  



Our proposed amendment 



How does the amendment process work?

MAPPING
RISK 

APPROACH 

SCHEME 

PROVISIONS 

A Council must formally resolve to amend its planning

scheme. This was carried out in July 2019.

The amendment is focussed on one aspect being the

update and refinement to the flood hazard overlay and

associated provisions within the scheme.

To update the scheme, we need to satisfy and appropriately

reflect the requirements of the State interest – Natural

Hazards of which flood is an identified hazard.

There are three components that are required to be

demonstrated to the state:-

➢ Mapping the hazard

➢ Undertaking a risk assessment

➢ Updating the scheme provisions (development

assessment and development controls)



Component 1 – MAPPING – What do we map?

Each council is required to adopt a Defined

Flood Event. The DFE is the flood event

magnitude/size selected for the management of

flood hazard as determined in floodplain

management studies and incorporated into

floodplain management plans and development

assessment codes.

For Central Highlands Regional Council, the

adopted DFE is the 1% AEP + climate change.

Each flood model will produce a DFE and this is

used as the basis for the flood hazard overlay

maps that appear in our planning scheme.

Example of the Defined Flood Event mapping for Emerald. 



Component 1 – MAPPING – What do we map?

The Flood Hazard Overlay 
mapping within the existing 
scheme and the draft 
amendment is then 
comprised of three outputs 
being:-

1. DFE Mapping from each 
Regional Model 

2. DFE Mapping from each 
Urban Model 

3. Balance Floodplain from 
the State’s Qld Floodplain 
Assessment Overlay  



Component 1 – MAPPING - How we currently map hazard 

Sourced:  Qld Reconstruction Authority 

– Floodplain Guideline 2011 – Part 2  

The current planning scheme includes a Flood Hazard Overlay 

map that is based on the hazard categories identified in the Qld 

Reconstruction Authority Floodplain Guideline.



COMPONENT 1 – MAPPING - Current hazard vs Future hazard  

From Four Categories under the current scheme  To Six Categories under the proposed draft  

To ensure that council continues to commit to best practice there has been an industry recognised revision to 

how flood hazard is determined and subsequently mapped. This means that for council our study outputs have 

moved from mapping four categories of hazard (H1 – H4) to six categories of hazard (H1-H6).



COMPONENT 1 – MAPPING - Hazard vs Risk 

RISK CATEGORY BALANCE LOW MEDIUM HIGH VERY HIGH 

HAZARD 
CATEGORY 

Not applicable 

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 

0.3M DEPTH AND 
2M/SEC 

VELOCITY

0.5M DEPTH 
AND 2M/SEC 

VELOCITY 

1.2M DEPTH 
AND 2M/SEC 

VELOCITY

2.0M DEPTH 
AND 2M/SEC 

VELOCITY 

4.0M DEPTH 
AND 4M/SEC 

VELOCITY 

> 4.0M DEPTH 
AND >4M/SEC 

VELOCITY 

Description of 
Hazard Category 

Generally safe for 
people, vehicles 

and buildings 

Unsafe for 
small vehicles 

Unsafe for 
vehicles, 

children and 
the elderly 

Unsafe for 
people and 

vehicles 

Unsafe for 
vehicles and 
people. All 
buildings 

vulnerable to 
structural 

damage. Some 
less robust 

building types 
vulnerable to 

failure.

Unsafe for 
vehicles and 
people. All 

building types 
considered 

vulnerable to 
failure. 

Risk to be mapped 

The proposed draft amendment takes the new hazard categories (H1 – H6) and maps these as four flood risk 

categories being Low, Medium, High and Very High and this is what is zoned on our maps.  A fifth flood risk 

category known as Balance is also included. 



How do the maps compare?

EMERALD NORTH – CURRENT EMERALD NORTH – PROPOSED



EMERALD NORTH – CURRENT EMERALD NORTH – PROPOSED

How do the maps compare?



EMERALD SOUTH – CURRENT EMERALD SOUTH – PROPOSED

How do the maps compare?



SPRINGSURE – CURRENT SPRINGSURE – PROPOSED

How do the maps compare?



BLUFF – CURRENT BLUFF – PROPOSED

How do the maps compare?



ROLLESTON – CURRENT ROLLESTON – PROPOSED

How do the maps compare?



SAPPHIRE – CURRENT SAPPHIRE – PROPOSED

How do the maps compare?



Accessing the maps 

You can access the PDF 

VERSION of all the 

maps here

PROPOSED 

MAPPING  

https://haveyoursay.chrc.qld.gov.au/73757/widgets/362353/documents/224196


Accessing the maps 

You can access the 

interactive mapping 

here

ONLINE 

VERSION OF 

DRAFT 

MAPPING

https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/


COMPONENT 3 – Scheme Provisions 

Scheme Part Change? Summary of the change 

Part 1 – About the Scheme Yes Minor changes to reflect relationship between Planning Act and the Building Act / 

Regulation.  Specifically changes to section 1.6 and additional provisions in 1.7. 

Part 2 - State Planning Provisions No 

Part 3 – Strategic Framework Yes Enhancement to provisions specifically Element 7 – Natural Hazards and reinforcing risk-

base approach. 

Part 4 – Local Government 

Infrastructure Plan 

No 

Part 5 – Tables of assessment Yes Full replacement of the existing table and setting levels of assessment based on use and 

risk category.  

Part 6 - Zone codes No 

Part 7 – Overlays Yes Full replacement of the existing Flood hazard overlay code to ensure the “bounded 

assessment” works as intended and setting appropriate controls depending on use, 

development type and risk category.

Part 8 – Development Codes Yes Minor changes to remove benchmarks relating to flood controls as these are set within the 

overlay code. 

Part 9 – Other Plans No 

Schedules Yes Minor change to definitions, Mapping index and change to the preparation of a Flood risk 

assessment to demonstrate compliance with a performance outcome of the flood hazard 

overlay code.



Drafting principles for the scheme 

Setting levels of assessment – Principles:-

1. Ensuring that the overlay is operating as its intended - manage risk associated with certain uses specific to that use’s 

potential impact from flooding.  If there is no impact from flooding why regulate? Leave to the zone code. 

2. Understand what development criteria may be imposed or considered relevant dependent on the type of use in order 

to determine whether something should be triggered for further assessment i.e. are there key matters i.e. floor level, 

new lots in high/very high.   

3. Do not use Accepted Development – No requirements – this is the equivalent to NO CHANGE. 

4. Acknowledge the main drivers for the subsequent development criteria – for MCUs - imposing floor levels, OpWorks -

controlling earthworks and therefore managing what uses are acceptable in different risk areas. 

5. Managing the Balance and Low-Risk Flood Hazard Area Category ensuring that more red tape is not being added for 

the sake of an application.

6. Tailor the triggers to communities at risk and land at risk i.e. Emerald – community directly at risk as opposed to 

Rolleston (community that is isolated) 

7. Recognise that the code will have additional requirements per risk categories and ensure bounded assessment is 

taking into the drafting consideration. 

8. Keeping as simple as possible. 



Copy of the changes 

You can access a PDF 

VERSION of the amendments 

PROPOSED 

AMENDMENTS  

https://haveyoursay.chrc.qld.gov.au/73757/widgets/362353/documents/224637


Copy of the changes 

You can access an online 

VERSION of the amendments 

PROPOSED 

AMENDMENTS  

https://eplan.chrc.qld.gov.au/planningscheme/


EXAMPLES



NEW DWELLING HOUSE OR EXTENSION 

One of the biggest proposed changes in the scheme 

affects dwelling house extensions and new dwelling 

houses. 

Currently under the scheme extensions and new 

dwellings will also trigger a development permit in 

addition to the building approval.  Under the proposed 

amendments if the extension or new dwelling is in the 

Balance or Low flood risk category you can proceed 

straight to building approval if you are meeting the 

required floor level being the DFE + 300mm and there 

are no earthworks. 

For the Medium and High flood risk categories a 

planning application will be required.  In the Very High 

category the risk to people and property is considered 

too great so development is not encouraged. 

If in Balance and Low flood risk areas 

and you meet the required floor 

levels and no earthworks you will not 

need a planning application. 



SUMMARY OF WHAT IS PROPOSED  

The use within the flood 

risk category is likely to be 

supported subject to 

application where required 

The use within the flood 

risk category is unlikely to 

be supported.  

With any proposal in the 

identified flood hazard area you 

are strongly encouraged to chat 

to the planning team before 

proceeding. 



Proposal – New Dwelling on vacant land

Hazard category – Low / small significant  

Level of Assessment – Code 

Development Permit required? – YES 

Current scheme Proposed draft 

Proposal – New Dwelling on vacant land

Risk category – N/A 

Level of Assessment – Accepted subject to Dwelling house code 

(reverts back to zone code)

Development Permit required? – NO 

NEW DWELLING HOUSE OUTCOME:-

MAPPING IS MORE 

ACCURATE. 

RISK IS MANAGED.

RED TAPE IS REDUCED.





Proposal – New Dwelling on vacant land

Hazard category – Low   

Level of Assessment – Code 

Development Permit required? – YES 

Current scheme Proposed draft 

Proposal – New Dwelling on vacant land

Risk category – N/A 

Level of Assessment – Accepted subject to Dwelling house code 

(reverts back to zone code)

Development Permit required? – NO 

NEW DWELLING HOUSE OUTCOME:-

MAPPING IS MORE 

ACCURATE. 

RISK IS MANAGED.

RED TAPE IS REDUCED.





Proposal – New Dwelling on vacant land

Hazard category – Significant 

Level of Assessment – Code 

Development Permit required? – YES 

Current scheme Proposed draft 

Proposal – New Dwelling on vacant land

Risk category – Medium 

Level of Assessment – Code 

Development Permit required? Yes 

New building would need to meet AO14.1, AO14.2 of the code.  

MATERIAL CHANGE OF USE 

NEW DWELLING HOUSE 
OUTCOME:-

MAPPING IS MORE 

ACCURATE. 

NO CHANGE FROM 

EXISTING SCHEME 

REQUIREMENT FOR AN 

APPLICATION. 



Proposal – New Child care on vacant land 

Zoning – General residential 

Hazard category – Significant 

Level of Assessment – Impact (due to zone only) 

Development Permit required? – Yes  - AO10 can 

not be met so flood impact required. 

Current scheme Proposed draft 

MATERIAL CHANGE OF USE 

CHILD CARE CENTRE 

Proposal – New Child care on vacant land 

Zoning – General residential 

Risk category – Medium Risk 

Level of Assessment – Impact (zone and flood hazard ToA) 

Development Permit required? – Yes  - would not meet new 

AO13 and would trigger a flood risk assessment. 

OUTCOME:-
MAPPING IS MORE ACCURATE. 

FLOOD HAZARD TABLE OF 

ASSESSMENT TRIGGERS 

IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR THE 

USE. APPLICATION WITH 

SUPPORTING FLOOD RISK 

ASSESSMENT REQUIRED.



Current scheme Proposed draft 

MATERIAL CHANGE OF USE 

CHILD CARE CENTRE 

Proposal – New Child care on vacant land 

Zoning – General residential 

Risk category – Very High Risk 

Level of Assessment – Impact (zone and flood hazard ToA) 

Development Permit required? – Yes  - would be reliant on Overall 

outcomes and unlikely to be supported. 

Proposal – New Child care on vacant land 

Zoning – General residential 

Hazard category – Extreme

Level of Assessment – Impact (zone only)

Development Permit required? – Yes  - unable to 

meet A07.1 – could demonstrate via PO7 and flood 

impact report however unlikely to be supported.  

OUTCOME:-
MAPPING IS MORE ACCURATE. 

FLOOD HAZARD TABLE OF 

ASSESSMENT TRIGGERS 

IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR THE 

USE. UNLIKELY TO BE 

SUPPORTED DUE TO RISK. 



Proposal – Extending existing building by 50m2

Hazard category – Significant 

Zoning – Low impact industry 

Level of Assessment – Code (due to zoning and not 

being minor building work) 

Development Permit required? – Yes 

Current scheme Proposed draft 

MATERIAL CHANGE OF USE 

EXTENSION TO MEDIUM INDUSTRY 

Proposal – Extending existing building by 50m2

Risk Category – High 

Level of Assessment – Code (Flood hazard overlay ToA)

Development Permit required? – Yes – would meet AO8 

– need to meet the DFE or offer a performance solution. 

OUTCOME:-
MAPPING IS MORE ACCURATE. 

FLOOD HAZARD TABLE OF 

ASSESSMENT TRIGGERS CODE 

ASSESSMENT FOR THE USE. 

APPLICATION THAT ENSURES 

DFE MET THEN LIKELY TO BE 

SUPPORTED.    



Proposal – Aged Care facility 

Hazard category – Low

Level of Assessment – Code (zone only)

Development Permit required? – Yes- However 

difficult to support as slab on ground construction not 

supported. 

Current scheme Proposed draft 

MATERIAL CHANGE OF USE 

RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITY 

Proposal – Aged Care facility 

Risk category – Low and Medium 

Level of Assessment – Impact (flood hazard elevates level of assessment)

Development Permit required? – Yes – however wholly reliant on Purpose 

of the code and a strong technical argument.  Unlikely to have appropriate 

conditions and therefore unlikely to be supported. 

OUTCOME:-
MAPPING IS MORE ACCURATE. 

FLOOD HAZARD TABLE OF 

ASSESSMENT TRIGGERS 

IMPACT ASSESSMENT DUE TO 

USE. APPLICATION UNLIKELY 

TO BE SUPPORTED WHICH IS 

EQUILVALENT TO THE 

CURRENT SCHEME.     



Proposal – Realignment of boundaries 2 into 2 

Hazard category – Extreme/High/Significant and 

Low

Level of Assessment – Code (due to zone)

Development Permit required? – Yes 

Current scheme Proposed draft 

RECONFIGURING A LOT 

BOUNDARY REALIGNMENT 

Proposal – Realignment of boundaries 2 into 2 

Risk category – Very High/High/Medium and Low 

Level of Assessment – Code (zone and flood)

Development Permit required? – Yes – would meet 

PO5 which limits RaL to boundary realignment. 

OUTCOME:-
MAPPING IS MORE ACCURATE. 

FLOOD HAZARD TABLE OF 

ASSESSMENT TRIGGERS CODE 

ASSESSMENT. BOUNDARY 

REALIGNMENT WOULD BE 

SUPPORTED. IF CREATION OF 

NEW LOTS WAS PROPOSED 

WOULD NOT BE SUPPORTED. 



HAVE YOUR SAY



Public Notification is open between 7 February 2022 and 4 March 2022.   If you have questions or would like 

more detail on the proposed amendment you are welcome to book in an online appointment with our team. 

If you are interested in an online appointment, please email planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au.  The following 

times and dates are available for our online appointments.  When emailing the team please nominate up to 

three preferred sessions.  Each appointment is allocated 30mins. 

• Wednesday 9 February  – 10am – 2pm 

• Friday 11 February  – 10am – 2pm 

• Saturday 12 February  – 10am – 2pm 

• Tuesday 22 February – 10am – 2pm 

• Thursday 24 February – 10am – 2pm and 6pm – 8pm 

• Monday 28 February – 2pm – 6pm 

If none of these times and dates are suitable, please email the team and we will look to accommodate your 

alternative time. 

Want to know more?

mailto:planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au


You can have your say by making a submission about your views towards the amendment and what is proposed. The 

proposed amendment is available to view online via our portal where you can see what is proposed to change (like a 

tracked change version) and you can make a submission directly online. 

Whilst the direct online approach is preferred method for a submission, other avenues are also available including emails 

(planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au) or over the counter at a council office. 

All submissions are required to be reviewed, considered and responded to by council and will help inform any final changes 

that should be made before it returns to the Minister asking for approval to adopt the amendment.

For enquiries about this consultation, please contact the Planning & Development team at council on 1300 242 686 

or email planningscheme@chrc.qld.gov.au.

Want to provide feedback?




